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'!he ECAP Macrodata Processor is a set of modifications to the 
circuit arialy-s·is program ECAP, giving it a generalized stored model 
defined as ll!\its and given unique names by.the user. 'lhese sets, 
hereafter referred to as macros, are stored on a disc file by the 
program. At any later time in his analysis, the user may enter a 
special data card calling for a macro by name. 'lbe program locates 
this macro and proceeds to analyze the data statements in it. 
Elements and sources within the macro are automatically' inserted 
after this special data card. 'lhe user may specify that the 
assignment of component values be deferred until the macro is 
inserted into the circuit. He does this by assigning symbolic 
parameters to these values on the special card invoking this macro. 
'!he program ana.ly-zes these assignments, using syntax rules similar 
to those of normal ECAP data statements, and maintains a table of 
symbolic parameters. In this manner ECAP is given a symbolic 
variable capability similar to that -of FORTRAN and other languages, 
-- ... 
·--------·-.... ------------;;-· -- ·--· enabling the user to pass parameters into a macro as he would into 
· a subroutine. 
Macros may contain .. an.v 'o/l)e ofECAP data card, including calls 
;.u,,....,......,~,.,, ........ ,-... ., _ __.,, 
---··-·----·-----·----··-··---~~- J~'t,bt:t:r macros. . '!he '"program«-·-place·s· ·ncf restrictions on the size ···--------··· - . - - -· ·--··---- __ ____...-.... ..;--~- ····--~-- ·--:--·-
.. ' 
special push-down stack is.maintained by the program to ensure 
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"' 
the same macro. Macros defined 1n one ECAP run .. may be saved by 
,. 
I 
........ -----·-· .... 
---------·---'----~--- . . . -------------- 'the. user ·ror · rater us·e· by himself or others. . . . .i_... ----- ... -- - - ------------------- .. ------ ...... ·--· ~---
... 
The ECAP Macrodata Processor is of considerable advantage 1n · 
the analysis of circuits containing many large, high accuracy models. 
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. 1. INTRODUCTION 
. ' 
One ot the chief difficulties encountered by users of EC.AP 
. .. . . 
- r 
------·----------··--.,~-
(Electronic Circuit Analysis Program) is. the J.aek ot. a stored model-------------------. 
·------··-·· --- - - . --- - - ·---·-- -·-- ·······--·-·- ···········-·--··-·- - -- -- .. - ····-·· ... ---·--- . ··----,--
:,· capability. A model (mathematical analog ot an electronic component) -
must be re-entered for each occurrence of its component within a 
circuit. ..Analyzing a large circuit containing detailed models 
becomes tedious in the extreme. 
'!his study describes the operation or a software subsystem 
'1"'' 
.., 
added to the ECAP program in use at Lehigh University. '!his sub-
system was written and tested-by the author in an effort to provide 
a generalized stored model capability for ECAP. It is called a 
Macroda.ta Processor,·as it performs a function similar to macro-
programming in assembly languages. 
Section 2 describes the use and capabilities of the subsystem, 
-
while Sections J and following describe the operation and use of 
its components. A description of ECA.P used by the Lehigh University 
Comput,,r Center is included in the Appendix. 
• 
------~=",------------ , ..... It is .. assumed .that .. the- reader ··has· ·a···"workin:g•knowteage· 00th. ·· ·· ---·-
'it! 
of ECAP and of FORTRAN, the compiler language in which EC.AP is 
written. 
!"'' 
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2.0 USE AND CAPAB!LITIFS 
'Die ECAP Macrodata Processor is a set of subroutines and 
\ 
modifications :for ECAP, which allows the user to construct his own 
1 
- - - - - ---- - ----...0----•---•• - - -- ••• ·-- - - L 
circuit elements. 1:hase "special elements" (called macros) can 
(I 
represent any device describable with normal ECAP data cards and/or 
other special elements. ECAP language conventions have been retained 
or expanded upon wherever possible. 
'lhe number of macros , their size or the level to which they can 
use other macros is limited only by available disc space and should 
not be of concern to users. Macros are defined and assigned a unique 
name by a pair of, special data cards, delimiting the block 0£ data 
/ 
cards describing the macro. '!hereafter, any appearance of that macro 
i...._·J"' 
name on another special card will cause the data cards associated 
with this name to be reconstructed. New branches and nodes are used 
so as not to conflict with other data cards and macros. 
Once a macro is defined, any other definition with the same macro 








. ~ other type of ECAP data card. is .valid.within .. a macro •. -Macros-may--------:·----·-----·-·--·····--·-·····--=~·,- ,I ,--- __ ............... ,--------·--····'·-·;~·-,.--•-·•s"·•·•·r·"·s ----· ·-· •... .,,....................... · · · · · ·· · · · · ···· ·- ·· · ·· ·· ··: · · · · · · · · ·· · · ·· ·· · ·· ··· · · ·· ·· ···· ' ····--· ·· · ·· · · - - .. · · . l 
I 
contain _ cards invoking other macros $l provided that all "inner" macros i 
· are properly defined before the "outer" macro is invoked. Macros may 
be defined anywhere in the ECAP deck ( except within · another definition) • 
. --·-··--------~·-··....----------- -- -- .... 
~-_-____ ---Haore-s--may--not_-oe· invoked_ during a MODIF.Y:---Poutine--,-bu.t are not other-
... 
wise restricted as to location. 
'!he card invoking a macro may have on it parameter value 
specifications similar to those on other ECAP cards. Parameters so 
~pacified are passed to the m&cro' where they may be used to specify 
·-, ·. ,_ 
..--. -------~-
. ..., -· . 
"/ . 
-
iiiiiiiii1iii11 =============~~~~~~--.... , ... -~.---~-~---~--~ ....... , ...-·· · ···--··-----.... , ... 
. , 
--- -·•t •, 
\ •· \)' ·1 . -2.0· 
Use and Cap&bili ties - 2 _ 5 
other parameters on cards within it. Up to twenty-five (25) para-
I 
' 
meters_ can be specified on a card invoking a macro. • t - ' 
· -· wgur. e -1· -·-···a·····sho .. ·ys · ·the· ·out·put · "'rom ·an EC·AP· ana,-sis····usin·g···ma·,.·ro~.----------.··-·····-----·------'-'-·-···. ··-·-----------------------·--·-- :~.. .· .. · ·--- . . . - It"-~ 111 J. J.J "' ,..., ' 
". - ... . ---- . ; - . . .· .... -- - . 
·,· .... 
.. -~ }-
Special cards are identified by an asterisk (*) in the first column. 
'llle special card on line 5 identifies a macro definition 9 and assigns 
to it the name "TRAN". · Lines 6, 7 and 8 comprise the macro. T,i ne 9 
indicates the end-of-definition. Lines 10 through 26 are normal ECAP 
::; 
data cards describing an active filter circuit except for the tran- -
sistors, for which we will use the macro "TRAN". Line 27 invokes this 
macro, specifying connecting nodes and internal parameters. Lines 27a, 
27b and 27c are not part of the source deck, but are generated from 
the macro. Note that branch numbers are changed to reflect the 
macro's new position in the circuit. Parameters within the · macro 
·take the previously specified values. They could also take constant 
values in the· manner of a normal ECAP card. 
,. 
l' 
Lines 29 and 31 are similar to 27, invoking the same macro but 
with different parameter values and connecting nodes. Each time, a 
.. ·~ . . - . - .. - - . .. ... . ... --- . ----·--·--· ,--·-·· - ··- . . 
new part of the circuit is generated. Listing or norm.al ECAP data 
..P,··· ... • (!; 
cards resumes at line 32, and the calculated input and output 
voltages are printed below line 35. 
Flgure 1-b gives the schematic diagram of the entire circuit. 
- ----------
------
... · For an explanation of normal ECAP input and opar>ation, the reader is 
- -- -------------------- -------------- --
- - - --~-~--- - ----- --- ------ ·-·-- . - - ------- / 
_ .. __ • • : I 
referred to-. any o~ the works given in the Bibliogr&phy;, Special macro 
procedures and data cards are described in the. following Sections, and·· 
. in the Appendix. 
... . --~-..... , 
·.-: 
-··---·· 
zl"\ I~ 11 Al Fil Iii 1$ ] 11 I l7 
- . ''. ~ ... " ,., ...... - .'•, . ·-- .,, -··-. 
•·. 6 
2.0 
Use and Capabilities - ) 
. ' / 
'lhe process of invoking a macro (some.,times ..,rreterred to as 
... _ "calJi.r.,.gff) should not be confused -with a s-qbroutine call ·in ·FORrm-------------------- ---------------- ----- ---------- ----------------------·--:-:-.... --- ... : . '-~-----------------------····· ..... ---- r" . - : -
\...:.. 
. t:.' ,.,,,;.;,_ 
or some other language. Though they may appear similar, macro 
operations take place at a source level, while subroutine operations 
are object level. .A. macro is therefore more general than a subroutine, 
although not nearl.Jr as efficient. However, since EC.A.P produces no 
object coding in the conventional sense, a subroutine cannot be used. 
Thus a macro is the on!Jr practical method of expanding the element 
_set, without re-writing the entire ECAP system • 
·. 
. :-./""" I 
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c_i GENERALIZED ''!'RANSISTOR MODEL · ,, 
Q CONNECTING: NODES ARE N(B,C,E) 
c.: 
*MAC.RO TRAN 
Bl · N(Nl,NJ),R=HIE 
B·.2 ............ N. (N·2,NJ_)._,_G::1"lOE..... .... (\ 
T:l B·:( 1, 2 ) , BETA=HFE 
*END / 











:&1.1 N'( 2, 3), R=l5, 9EJ 
Bl2 N(J,4),C=.OlE-6 




*CALL TRAN,N(6,8,9),HIE=60EJ,HFE=240,HOE=O Bi6 N(Nl,NJ),R=HIE 
lil 7 N ( N,2 , NJ ) , G=H OE 
Tl B(l6,17),BETA=HFE 
Ci 




· -- ................ .......... .. ... ·- · ···· ··· ·· ......... ····· ·*-GALL T-R·AN, N·(4,·6,·1J·,·H·IE=60EJ,HFE=4·8~·HoE=O 
B20 N(Nl,NJ),R=HIE 
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Figure 1-b Circuit Specified by Figure 1-a 
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9 3.0 GENERA.LDESCRifflON 
. . 
ECAP is a tight4'" coupled system ot programs and subroutines, 
coDD11unicating by means of a large area or COllllllt)Jl ,to.rag$. '.lb.era &re--------~:___ __ 
I •. --· -·· .•. . . . 
·, 
tour main programs, and several subsidiar,y programs. '.lhe tour main 
programs are ECA.OO, ECA20, ECA40 and ECA70. ECAOO contains routines 
. . 
., 
for ~ing data cards (language analysis), apd is always the first 
. ( 
program entered upon executing the ECAP system. ECA.20, ECA40 and 
ECA.70 perform DC, A.C and Transient .Ana4"sis respectivezy, and are 
~ . 
entered when ECA.00 is finished analyzing data for a particular 
problem. 
. ' 1he subsidiary programs vary from·version to version and 
may contain diagnostic routines, routines to restart an interrupted 
analysis, or user written routines. 
'.lhe .Macrodata Processor llsesone·ort.hese user written routines, 
together with certain modifications in the language ana'.cy-sis program 
ECAOO and its associated subroutines •. No modifications were made 
in a.ey other main program. The user written routine is called the 
Macro utility Routine, and has the program name_ TR99 • 
- .. . .. ····-··· ··- . ·- , .. -~·····-·~--- .... 
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).1 · MACllO UTILITY ROUTINE 
. ~ 
. 
'lhis routine · analyzes the special data cards controlling the 
-~~~~-....... M-acmdata . Processor·, -and-does- di-sc · ·file· ··manipulation. .. ·Wn.en · a macro _____ _ 
is defined, the :Ma.ere utility Routine places" it on a disc file. When 
a macro is invoked, this routine locates it and commands the existing 
language analysis routines to ·anazy-ze it • ., It creates a table of the 
parameter names and values specified on the invoking card, and updates l 
, 
a bias table of the largest branch, node, mutual, etc., identifying 
numbers encountered before this card. When the language analysis 
routines finish with the macro, the Macro Utility Routine signals 
termination of the macro, ·and commands the language analysis routines 
to resume normal analysis, starting with the next data card. These ,(, 
~--~---- -~ -
. ----
.J functions of the Macro utility routine are illustrated in Figure 2 




The next most important components of the Macrodata 
'Processor "a.re. the parameter. value "and serial number 
-- ... - ... -... - -· . ., ........ -,- .. __ " . - . . ...... ·-· .-- t 
i 
- -- .... ··: ... ---.~." ':'"" ........... ··-· ·:. ·- ... : -. ' . . . .·· . . . ... - ... . 
biasing routines. Both these routines are involved 
in extracting values from data cards. 
- --------- -:----·-··· ·-----.- ------;-~ 
-- ____ ... _. ----:-· ·-··. -------~-~--··--:-"":-a,--:-:---- . .- .. __ .. · .. ,-···-. 
• 
'\. • .. -··. ~ . ·,.'\ 
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. As mentioned in section 2.0, it is possible to specify symbolic 
parameters on the special data ca~'.. __ ~!'~~~~ ~- niacro, ~~a. 10~9~" ______ _ 
-----------··------·--------··--··········· .. ·-· - ...•.. - ··-···- ·-· ..... -- ~- , .. ---.. -, -------· -. --- - - . -· .... --· .. --··-· ···-····· ·---···--·-·---· --- ·····----
card. 'lbese s9mbolic parameters may be used in place or numeric 
values within a macro. '!he parameter valu, routine is used to extract 
the parameter name and look up its value in a table supplied by the 
Macro utility Routine, and return this value to any routine requesting 
data. .Although simple in operation, it is the key to much of the 
macro• s effectiveness. It allows a user to specify not only a macro• s 
internal element values, but tiie actual points of connection between 
a macro and the "outside" circuit. 1be function of this routine is 
\ 
illustrated in Figure 3. 
' 
For numeric data values, an existing free-form numeric input 
routine is used. '!his routine examines numbers on a charaeter-by-
character basis, and produce,s a floating-point value corresponding 
to the number. 
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J.J SERIAL NUMBER BIASING 
.. 
. ,·. 
Serial nmnber biasing is the method used by the Macrodata 
.. 
Processor to make macros relocatable; that is, only one copy of the 
.~--'--'~-------···--····-···---········-··· ······· .. 
" 
macro is present even when the macro is invoked several times. '!he 
p~cess is not unlike the relocatable loading of subroutines, but 
here branch, node, .mutual, ~tc., serial numbers are to be relocated 
instead of memory locations. '!he serial number biasing routine 
operates after the existing free-form numeric value routine has 
read in a branch or node number, or the number of any other assign-
able feature such as a mutual inductance or switch. Such numbers 
are called serial numbers to distinguish them from numbers used as 
circuit values, 1. e. , resistance, :frequency, etc. '!he number read 
is then increased by it~ matching entry in the bias table. 1his 
table has been previously updated by the Macro Utility routine with 
the high·est serial number of each feature, branch, dependent source, 
mutual, swl tch ·or node. If normal ECAP rules for numbering circuit 
features are observed within a macro, this process results in a 
correct relocation of the entire macro • Node zero {ground) _is .. ·····--·---.... -,.,..,.. ~ ... ·' - --- . '. .' -, ,. ' .... --....... ···----
I excepted £rom this bias, as are any serial numbers specified by 
parameters in the parameter value table. 'lhese new serial numbers 
are written into the listing to~ the benefit of the user. For 
example, suppose macro --"Q" contains the branch serial numbers 1, 2 
•···'·'·-- ·---- --··· ·- ---- .,··--·-···· -· 
------~==-~~ .. -==--=-----··~- ·--~ -~ -~····"····• 
.•. - .. -. ·--··-- • -- -
and 3, and a dependent source of serial number 1. If, at the point the 
'·- ' ~ 
macro was invoked, there Jere already thirteen branches and no dependent 
sources, these branch n~ers would be changed to 14, 15 and 16. '!he 
dependent source serial number is unchanged, but branch serial numbers 
. '-r- , 
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3.3 Seri.al Number Biasing - 2 
given in its "B" subgroup are changed. 'Ibis biasing process is turther 
~ 
illustrated in Figure 4. 
All three or the input value routines, the parameter value 
.,, 
routine, the serial number biasing routine and the already existing 
free-£orm numeric value routine are included in the EC.AP la.n.g~age 
- analysis subroutine ECA09. Other language analysis routL'les will call 
ECA09 when they expect an input value. ECA.09 will decide. what type or 
value is on the card or macro line and use the appropriate input value 
routine. 
In this work, the term "routine" refers to a process or a set ot 
·a -related processes. '!he term "subroutine", when used, refers to coding 
compiled under the FORTRAN "SUBROU'l'DlE'' declaration. Since ECA.P is 
such a large system with many processes going on at different levels, 
neither "subroutine" nor "routine" necessarily implies any sort of 
~ 
containment relationship. Also, the difference between a "subroutine" 
"I 
and a "program" is mostly nominal. Executive activity is shared by 
several ECAP routines. 
·-· ... __ ,,. - --- - ·----- - -- . ··- ... - -----, ---·· - -- -- -< •• --~------·~- ·--- ······---,-·----.-. •••• _. ______ _ 
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16 ).4 OTHER ROUTINES 
A number or other modifications were made in various existing 
language analysis subroutines, chiefly to facilitate macro operation. 
-- -- - - --- -· - -




- --- -- -
--- ---~-
--- ----------'!he-card image -loader routine in program ECAOO was changed to 
,. ~ enable it to read from the disc file in which macros . are stored. Also, 
the card image loader normally lists each card before the other 
language analysis routines are called."' This routine "F&S niodified to 
list a card after analysis (and just prior to readjng another_ card). 
'lhis is because the serial number biasing routine may, in the course /!l 
of analysis, change the serial numbers on a card image. (Here "card" 
is taken to mean either a source card or a macro line image. Most 
language analysis routines do not distinguish between the two.) 
'Die initializing routine in subroutine ECA.01 was changed to 
include initializing of various tables used in macro operation. 'lbe 
Macrodata Processor control variable, NAME, is initialized to blanks. 
_ Later on,.c the Macro Utility Routine may indicate a macro in operation 
by placing the name of the invoked macro in this location. 




---···--·-·-···--·····-·--··--· --· --·- . 
- .. ·-··;······- -· .. - . ······-- ····- .... ---·-······-·--···--•--.---·----·-··--------·--
. ·... .. . -~ .......... ------
-
. ' . ... .. . ---·--
- -·-······--.. --·-------·-·- ·····----·--·- ~ --·· 
--~------ ~-
(besides the Macro utility Routine) that normally call subro1;1tine 
ECA09, the input value routine. These were modified -to indicate to 
ECA09 what type of value to·expect • 




---- - ---- ----·-····· 
.... --error message routine and a system control card ro·utine. Sys~~· )'On-
trol cards are special high-priority cards, formerly used ttl. control 
interactive use on a console typewriter. '!he set 0£ system control 
cards was modified to include the special macro cards *MACRO, *END. and 
_, ,' ., 1' . 
I 





I U1 t .:rn1t::• II I I Ill .... . ea L •• ,•.,,.,, •• 1 ...... . 
·-~· 
-··-- •. ·- ·-·-··· _·: • ..:.t; . .,.~·- .• _.:.·:...~\.:_·_.·_ .. ___ __, • • ·- ·-
• •! 
' 
other Routines - 2 ... 
"' 
*CAI,I,, and to call the Macro utility Routine whenever the first 
three characters of these cards are present. '!he Macro utility 
·- ---- --------·-------------~~-
Although not connected with the M'acrodata Processor, the error 
message routine in subroutine ECA07 was modified to give a description 
of the error condition, instead or just an error code number.· 
" 
·-~ 
-~ -- -• - -·· _____ ___...._ ·- ~- . . . . 
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4. DEWI.ED DESCRIPTION: MACRO UTILITY.ROUTINE 
' 
'!he M'acro Utility Routine is a "utility" because it does not 
\ 
itself operate ~n macros, but is used by ·1anguage aria.lysis routliie-s -. 
to enable them.to do so. It consists of three parts, each acting 
in response to one of the special data cards "*CALL", "*END'', and 
"*MACRO" illustrated in Figure 1. 
;> 
r ~ important aspect of this routine is keeping track of nested 
macro calls; that is, one macro contains cards l-Jhich invoke other 
macros. Here, each macro will have its· ·own set of de:tined parameters· 
and its own biasing table. 'lhese must be restored in proper order 
as the "intemal" macros terminate. 
Another aspect is the syntactic analysis of parameter specifica-
1 
- tions on the '°*CALL" card. 'lbis is done in a manner externally 
similar to the language analysis routines, but one which provides 
. . 
much greater flexibility. 
- - -- .----->---·---~·--.--·-- .·. -.~ .. --·-~·-------
·'!he general flowchart or the ·Macro Utility-·-Routi.ne is given in · 
·"'-·' Figure 5. Each major heading is described on the following pages. 
/ 
-·--· -- . - -
- - - - -- .. -- ·- -- -· - - - . 
-- -· -- ·"-~---·-------~----·- . .. . .--
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4.1 THE "*MACRO" CARD 
l 
, 
'!his card ·has two runc·tions; as a source card, it signals the 
start of a macro definition, and as a line in the disc. file, it __ ser,res--------- ________________ _:___ 
as a marker during th~ process of macro location. 
Any "*MACRO" source cards are first checked for simple errors. 
This is· to aid the search routine, which to be fast cannot be very 
error tolerant. 
', 
" '!he routine then skips ~ the end of the disc file, past any 
previously defined macros or buffer residue. The file is backspaced 
"----
over the end.=.of-file mark, and all characters on the "*MACRO" card are 
then written on it. '!he routine then goes into a loop, reading· source· 
cards and writing them on the disc file until it either runs out of 
cards or writes an "*END" card. 
Running out of source cards is a user error; he has forgotten to 
include an "*END" card after the macro definition. 'lhe routine writes 
one of itJ own, and then notifies the monitor that the ECAP system is 
finished, as there are no more cards to be processed. 
If_ .the- ro-utine---writes----a· --user's "*END" card on ·,the disc····r:tie, ·· it· ·-- -- ·····--·-·····-··---,-"_· _·- · __ J ____ _ 
has finished the definition. It then returns control to the. language 
analysis routines, which will continue analysis 'W'i th the next card. 
ilso, the macro definition routine lists cards as it writes them on the 
disc file~ and places the message "*DEFINITION*" beside each line to 




'!he 'input/ output routin~s do not make use of any sophisticated . .. 
• ..... 
FORTRAN IV features such as buffer commands, random access ··files or ' .. 
'P 






·'i-,· .... •. ·:,·. 
4.1 'lhe "*MACRO" Card - 2 
binary input and output; '!his is purposeful; higher order features 
~ 
t 
do not always work "as advertised", requi~e additional core space, and 
------·--- . •. ~ ... ' ··: . ---··--·-·----- ·---------·-·-··----------··· ·--·--. ·----- ----···- --------- ----- --
.:.,-.·· 
are generally not compatible between different makes of computers. 
Consi~erable effort was put into maintaining the ?-'Iacrodata Processor 
. at the same level of programming as the ECAP system. 'Ibis was not 
entirely successful; for example, the ENCODE and DECODE cQmmands are 
a sacrifice to expediency, and iq.eally should be replaced by equivalent 
FORTRAN II coding in the future. 
,I , 
....••.•..•. .......... ".'.: ••. ,." .• • • ..... • ........ -.-· · •• · ........ ·, ••.• ·•.• . ...... , ........ - • • --·--. , ........... ,.· .. . · ... • .... ' .... •".". • •••. "C" .... . .. - . .,,_, ,. •_-·.:. ~:-· •.. :.~._.:; ~-' . 
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All appearances of "*CALL" cards are handled by the macro·call 
,, 
routine. This shares several of its functions with the macro termina-
. . .-,.- -. ~~- --· --·~------ ----·-. -- ····-···-·--·-·····----------···------- -- ------------ -- --------------
tion routine, which serves the complimentary purpose of recovering 
from macro calls. 
A preliminary error check is first performed. 'Ihere must be at 
least one parameter or a macro na."Yle on the card. Macros cannot be 
-
called during a modify analysis, for here cards need not follow normal 
ECA.P rules for serial nwnbers, and this would invalidate the serial 
number biasing routine. If these conditions are not met, or if any 
other error is encountered during processing, an error message is 
printed and a flag set so that the AC, DC, or Transient Analysis 
routines will not attempt to analyze the circuit. 
the 
/ 
. :. \'.'·f 
Variables used in the syntactic routine are now initialized, and 
for processing. '!his routine 
extracts from the card any values and parameter names, and the name 
of the called macro. 'lhese quantities are placed in temporary storage, 
---·-·----· --·- -- _,-_ .. :;-· .:_-·: ~·-.- -,.-......... -·-··· __ .. to __ .b.e. transferred .. to.. the parameter .value ... table and .. the __ control ... variable .. ______ -·-.. ·--·---------------·----
,, ,._ .. , ·1.-··, 
NAME, respectively, if all other requirements for a macro call are met. 
'!he syntactic analysis routine is discussed with more detail·in 
Section 4.21. 
A possibility exists that the syntactic analysis routine could not 
find a macro name on the card. '!his is recognized as a request tor- · 
parameter specification without invoking a macro. Parameters spacii'ied·--
on such a "dummy" call may be use4.·anywhere in the analysis section 
;; 
(niacro or source card deck) in which the call occurred. In this respect, 
41< ..... , 
.. 
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4.2 '!he "*CALL"· e&rd - 2 t _ 
. -source cards are treated as part of a "privileged" macro, one with a 
" ·-,; 
blank name • 
···;t,. 
___ ....:._· -------------- --- -- - Next all tables --and ·-eontrol-variables--are---stored1-1>repar-ator, ·to·--
' , generating new ones. This is done on a "push-down" stack, a first-in, 
last-out queue that resides on a disc file, like the set of defined 
macros. A block of tables and control variables will be L,,, this stack 
for every level of nested macro calls except the lowest. Also in this 
stack is a block describing the source card environment. Each block 
is identical in form, and contains t,9e name or the previous macro 
(blank, for source cards), the card number of the 11 *C~I.L°' card for this 
level, the bias table and the parameter value table associated with it. 
Provision is also· made for disc.file identification, in case macros 
are kept on more than one file. 'lb.is feature is not presently used, 
but could easily be modified to provide "system" macros, for example. J 
When a macro terminates, one block of this stack will be "popped" 
.. · into temporary storage locations. ~ 
'llle bias table is updated from internal ECAP variabl~~ so that 
- \ 
. . ......... -- ···-- ·- ......... -,........ -··-·-·· ·-------·---··---·-··--,··-... ~----~---·····-······--·-···· -- --~----------~~- .·., --.:··--'··-- ---· -- -··1t· -now contains tha highest . serial numbers rre>m -all ca:rd; previously 
~encountered. These numbers correspond to the base address o-r a. sub-
routine, and will later be added to all serial numbers wi.thitf-amacro-.------ -
"'··, .. ,, .. , 
The·card number counter is also reset to zero, so that the first line 
---·--·- of the macro will be line one. ibis card number is used as a flreturn 
address" in case it ·is necessary to return to this macro art~~r servicing 
a 
At this stage, a •••CAI,I," has been completely analyzed so the ': I, 
• 
macro name found by the sy-ntactic analysis routine ~s put into the ·('• :111~' 
I 
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ibe "*CALL" Card - 3 
., 






A searc};l is made £or the called macro in the disc file. 'ibis file 
-~---18- positioned at its beginning, and lines are read. until a "*MACRO" 
r 
line is found with the called macro name on it. This indicate, the 




definition routine. If' a cal1ed macro is not found, an error message is printed, the error flag set, and a macro termination ("*END" card) 
simulated to restore the push-down stack. 
',_./ This search routine is al.so used to locate a macro temporari]s' 
' <1 . 
abandoned 'Whil.e servicing a "*CALL" card within it (nested macros) • 
. :tr this is the · case, the card number counter will be non-zero and the 
' search routine will skip to this internal 11 *CA.T,L11 • 
'!he· para.meter value table is now updated from those quantities put in temporary storage by the syntactic analysis routine. ,'!he same 
temporary storage locations are used by th~ macro terminating routine, 
so that in the above case (return to an outer macro), all tables and 
I • 
5~~~k_ s. 




variables are re stored o 
__ _ . _ 
.. · ..... _ . .. ... .. .. . -·· . __ , __ -~---- -j -··"·· ---~-~-·--'--··' .. ····-~-----------·-- - -·-···· ··-·The Macro Utility' ·Routin~ .-then ~et.urns control to the. language · L 
1 analysis routines. They will start processing source cards or macro 
---
- --·--------
lines from ~~reye:r the Macro utility- iu,·utine····1ert off, that :is, .... ~fter 
file or source cards, or after the te*END~0 or a macro definition. 
'!he front-to-back search done on the disc file during maero ,.,f"' 




required name as its parameter. Since new macro definitions are plac,ed 








. ' . 
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4.2 'Die "*CALL" Card - 4 ~ > 
~· not ·an error, 'but has no effect. 'lhis is not as great an~ inconvenience ·-
a~ it could be if ECAP were an assembly language, but it requires 
--------- - ----~ ---- . ·- -·---······"··--····------ - ----- - ---
advance planning in the naming of macros. 
-----· ---~---
'!he search routine, as well as the macro definition routine, as 
/ 
they are presently written, cannot hand.le nested definitions. Any 
attempts at such definitions are flagged as user e:tTors when the macro 
. C 
de!ini tion routine :finds a ":!MACRO" line in the disc; file. A push-down 
stack, similar to the one now _servicing nested calls, could be used if 
this becomes a problem. 
. JI, .•• 
. . . .. . ' - -- - .. - -
• -- ' H•, .. -. •. O "' 9 •• .. -~·'. --~-~••• • ·, -~~- • 0 • .:. -· h,.., - "' ;: •• , •' ~ • ',.'•' .; _,,, H•o ---·_, .. 0 ;, :;.,,, __ ,~.:_ --=---• .. . . . . . ' . - ...: - - .'. :_ ..:. :· - - : . . :...:· - - . -··:" ~--
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. . 4.21 
. . . SYNTACTIC .ANALYSIS .. 
.. .. 
I the syntax used on the *C.AI,I, card is purposely designed to 
_ resemble that used in normal EC.AP statements, _but has been made· 
-----------~----· 







-more general. '!he card is divided into one or more subfields or 
expressions by commas. Except tor the macro name, which must, if 
0 present, be the first, subfields may be in any order. '!his is 
-analogous to the label and data subfields of a normal ECAP card. 
Each subfield ( except the macro name) assigns a value to a 
parameter. 'lhe parameter may be one to ten alphanumeric characters 
... 
of which the first must be a letter. Macro names are similar ex-
cept that the first character need not be a letter. 
'lb.ere are three forms or expressions for specifying parameters. 
The first is similar to the R, G, L or C subfields on an ECAP B-card 
and performs a similar function. 1he value taken by the parameter 
may be specified by a number, or by another parameter •.. 
. . 
The second form resembles the N subfield ·on a B-card or the 
B subfield on a T or M-card, but is not restricted to two values. 
For each value in parentheses, a new parameter is produced, con~ 
- / 
_ ·--"" '····~~·· ·-.·.·-··.-- ' ,•- ------···· ... 
~-·----·~---··-· -~-··"'·---~ .. --· 
. . -:- •-,--
sisting of the characters before the parentheses with one or two 
_"-../ appended digits. 'lhese digits correspond to the value's position 
within the parentheses. For example, if the subfield is GAINS 
(l~;- 6.10, THETA) the param~~er~ prod11ceg._ ~~ GMN°S_l, ~GAINS_2~_arui ______ ------'---,~-+-.-
-
,_, GAINSJ, having the values 1, 6.10 and whatever value THETA. has, 
I respectively. It there is only one character before the parentheses, 
~d it is N, B, T, M or S, the values within are considered to be 
node• branch, dependent current source, mutual or switch serial 
I ; _., } n• r11.a1111d11 11111111,1: ·: r:nrw, 
. ' \ . t 
- ------·····-···---· .. __:_· ._:...-·,.-:. u ......... :---" _._ ·-:··--···--:-~·--·-·~-·--.. ·-,>" ·- ..••. ·• -
.. 
. . ---~_ .. ____ ~---~----· - . 
---•·---··· ··a--,--------·, '·. ·- . -•· - - -, 
-c-· - _____ ,__._,. _____ .:_--,,-_·~:-'""""_.,. ...... ~---- --,-------·"S"'·"""-"""""""""",'_ ______ -,----: ... ' --• ·21 ····· -- • - --·-
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numbers, respectively. In case ot a nested macro call, such serial '· , .. 
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_ _ __ __ ·:c J~ ----- - ------------.C~----------- - ---macro- -1n ·wnich the -"*CALL" card occurs. In such a manner, a circuit j I ' I I J \ 
1"'?--::J ; 
-- '] ' 
•· 1 ' 
. J ' 
,.J ' 
=i 
may be composed of "sub-circuits" and these composed or device models, 
branch and node numbering consistent throughout. For example, an 
amplifier may be made up of integrated circuits, and each integrated 
circuit composed of several transistors. Each piece can be treated 
~as an entity, connected only to the next higher pieces. 
The third form of expression is the degenerate from containing 
only the name itself. A parameter specified in this way is simply 
4 copied from the parameter value table into temporary storage, together 
with its value. If it does not have a value (i.e., previously un-
specified) , it is given the value zero. In this manner a previously ~ 
specified parameter·· is passed into the macro unchanged. The macro 
name also uses this form. 
The macro nan1e does not have to be on the "*CALL" card, but if 
present, must be the first parameter. · The syntactic analysis rout~e __ • , ... •••••-·- ••·-•-•••••-••••••-· 
_'......:.·_,:_,._;:•,.~• •••'* ~• • ,- ~ • ••• a - • •• • • • 
recognizes two forms of "missing" names; the name is either empty or 
blank. 
A blank name is signified by making the first subfield contain ,, 
' j} no characters except spaces (b~~1(s_)~--- Upon __ detecting a. 'blank. name.,----- - -- - ~-- ·--·-------·----------·--··----------------·---••'"' -· ..... ___:__ __ ---'----'--~~------
\ '. :. 
{ '-· 
- .. '\ 
·~,)f( . 
the routine will save the ·parameter value tab~ _by copying it to 
temporary storage. 1he macro call routine will then· copy it back 
before returning. : ; The effect is as if parameters had been specified · 
in addition to those already specified. 
. : : .•. 
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' ':/1 
,t...- I-• ' 
lif 
'. ' 
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4.21 Syntactic Analysis - ) 
An empty name is ·· specified by making the first subfield a type , 
invalid for a macro name, that is, one of the first or second types 
,· 
When the.macro call routine returns, the parameter value table will 
contain only those parameters specified on this card. Since ·the 
number of parameters is limited to twenty~five (25) at any one time, 
·:~ 
·. 
the proposed use of this form is to remove unneeded parameters before 
defining new ones. '!he· temporary storage location reserved for the 
name of the called macro is not changed from its initial value of 
all blanks. 
--, 
A semi-detailed flowchart of ·the syntactic analysis routine is 
shown· ·in Figure 6 • 
J 
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· Figure 6. Syntactic Analysis : . sem1.:Jetailed Flowchart 
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4.J THE "*END"_ CARD 
( 
- ' . 
, Like the "*MACRO" card, the "*END" card has one or two functions, / 
depending upon its locra.41;,ion. When in the source deck, it signals the 
----------- ----~---c-11 
end of a .macro definition. 1be macro definition routine then returns 
control to, the l~guage analysis routines after the "*END"· card is 
written on the disc file. '!he system control card routine in subroutine 
ECA07 is not used during macro definition, and the "*END" card is 
, 
detected directly by the macro definition routine. 
When the "*END" line is encountered on its own, i.e., not part 
of a macro definition, thJ system control card routine calls the macro 
termination routine to process it • 
. / -
The macro termination routin~ first ensures that the line was 
from a macro, and not from source cards. As previously mentioned, the \. 
system control card routine does _not make thi.~ distinction. Ir from 
a source card, the line is misplaced and a user error, resulting in 
normal error processing. If from the disc file and a proper macro 
terminator, a process of recovery is begun. 
The push-c\9~ stack is ••popped", re~el:~~g ;~form.~~~Q!l ___ stored·_wn_~n ____________ -_··-~~-~ __;,j: 
- --· .... . _,_. -------- -··· --·-· . ··-· 
- . . 
the macro now terminating was called. Part of this information is the 
name of the macro being processed when this macro was called. If the 
name is blank, then the 00 *CALL19 card invoking the Dl8:Cro now terminating 
.....:- _ -~-- ___ was a so~ce card and not part of another macro. In this case, after 
--.~--- ------------~-- --------------- ------------------- - -------~----- - --~-resto-ring-·ffie-·-paranieter--value .. table' control is returned to the language 
-
. 
_analysis routines TAlhich id.11 begin to process the next souros ca~. 
A non-blank name indicates the presence of "nested" macro calls. 
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abandoned, and must be returned to. 
'!he search routine used to locate the abandoned macro is the 
... ·--··-·-·····-------~------~-t 
·same used in response to 
'!'he "*MACRO" card of the 
abandoned macro is first located, and the card number released from 
the push-do'tffl list is used to locate the internal call. 
'!he parameter value table is then restored, and control returned 
. < 
to the language analysis routines. These will begin to process the 
next line in., the macro, using the same parameters .and biases as before "<v 
the internal ·call occurred. 
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, ... The ECAP Macrodata Processor proves the :feasibility of using 
t 
assembly language techniques to expand a data language, EC.AP. 'lhese 
techniques include relocation, symbolic assembly and, of course, 
macros. Implementation can be achieved without changing language 
conventions or much modification of language routines themselves. 
No changes.at all need be made to data processing routines, and 
indeed the Macrodata Processor is' largely independent of them. 
.. -:-
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'!he following pages are in the form of printed output 
from the Lehigh University Computer Center program LISTLIB. 
'!his program is used to produce a description of any program 
in the Computer Center Users' Library. Under this system, 
ECAP has library number T40004. 
In the "Nature of Latest Revision" section, reference 
is made to ECAP Versions 2ol and 2.2. Versions 2.1 is the 
program previously in use at Lehigh. Version 2.2 is this 
same program with the addition of the Macrodata Processor 
~h • 
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BELOW. 
USE OF BETA ~~D GM 
~CERTAIN RESTRICTIONS MUST BE IMPOSFO UPON THE USE OF BETA 
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-. ·.N·o-······ .. __ ,,.,_.,,.,~ ... ,.c -~ .... , ... --·-- ,. __ , ......... ,.··~·-·.,-·.· ... , .. ,., .. 
--- -··· --- ---------~,_..,..,.-· --""'·..,~-~-=-----~'--"'---- ·---··-~ ... _., __ .,, .... ·--- -· - --- - -
et:···,·_>, ••. ,, .... ,,~.,a.~~~-·-...... , .•.. •,,:1:, •. ·-1:./~.--=;, .:, ·--!"! ·--.;:;;-;,--:, ,., .. , 
.;.._. -· ··, 
THE tFROMt BRANCH OF A GM IN AC ANALYSIS CAN CONTAIN ANY. ELEMENT, G, R, L, OR. C. HOWEVER, IF THE USER ENTERS A BETA, THE tFROMt BRANCH MUST B~ AG ORR. ALSO, AN INDUCTIVE tTOt 
BRANCH SHOULD NOT lLSO BE MUTUALLY COUPLEDo 
,-, ,· .••• _,,~ > -:· , .• •.~.~---··. ·, • .... ,,: ,:-,, --••• , •• , .... :'"'·-.,.. 
THE tFROMt OR tTOt ~RANCHES OF A BETA OR GM IN DC ANALYSIS CAN 
·coNTAIN ONLY R OR G ELEMENTS@ ALSO, BETA, RATHER TH'AN GM, ' .. ------...... 
- SHOULO 8E USED ON ANY T-CARO WHOSE tFROMt BRANCH ELEMENT HAS A· NON~ZERO TOLERANCfo 
,:, .. _,w,• .. ... '"--c,·m·os.,,,.~,,u ... ,- "---·---·· .,.,>< THE tFROMt ERA NCH OF, A BET'A IN TRANS7IENT A~IALYSIS 'CAN COf\JTJtIN' '"'"~,,,,,, ... ~.···'>·".""'· 
ANY ELEM'<ENT 9 G 9 R9 L 9 OR; C. _ GM, HOWEVF.R 9 SHOULD BE USED ONLY WITH G OR R. tFR.OMt BRANCHES. A FURTHER -RES-TRICTION IS THtlT A -- - ....... _ 
.\' • .Jlf .• .A-~ -" SINGLE BRANCH SHOULD NOT BE BOTH A tTOt BRANCH AND A tFROMt BRANCH. 
. • " •. ·,• ,:+.,' - • · .• ._,_., I·,.,.,, t·,.-
. -,,/ 
.. ~ .· 
• .... -,.-. • ,_ -• •-•·•-' ,_,, • 0 • - - •n- -- •-•-•".,I \, • ..;..... - • • 
-- - . . . . - . r- ~.-~; ---
... 
. . . 
,., ... --~------- ... -·- -· ---... -:~<j..-~--.--~- ... -----·---------··- -·-~·--··---------·---- -·-- -----·--·------·· -- --···-- -- .... ---·--······ .... - . ·--- ,., . --· --- ·-· ·-·· . ·····-- - ,_. _______ .. ____ --·--------.----- ... ------·------.-.---.----.. --·------,----,.,.-----------·--~.-..... _., 
.. W'"'•' 
"n •. 
• .I• • t, 
-- _. - - :.....::. - - - - - - - - ·- - - ·~-· _'>.;. ···· ... ·. , .. ,,, •.. -··· ',• . 
. J'_ ' • 
. 
' , •• ···- ' .- ....... _ .. ,. '>, .,' ··' ' ' 
,, , I,_' 
a· .d t illllt 
·--· -------~·---... ----------·-~-··- --· ' . . 
____ .. ____ ,.\, _____________________ ·-----,------------"'----
> 
. 
.. .. .. : ....... -... ------------- ---.. -------------·- --·-·--· ---·---·--- __ . ___________ .. _ - ------- .· --- ---------------- - ... -- -.. ------ ----. ... ·---- ·- -· .· __ .. - --· .......... ~- .- · · ...... -------- .. ~:------- ·-·-------- ---- --... --- · · ·· 1--4--1}1l0 ·i.----- -:· · · ...... ---··· ·· ··-
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- ·--·. -- .. ---.• - ·-- -· .. ------ --· ··- -- ·-·--· --- . --- _.._ ___ -··· -- --·- - - -· ------------ - ... 
-·:- ·------ ·us1:· ·oF s·ouRCES IN L OR C BRANCHES . 
······"·'''C,~
7
"'··"·~·"-·u·~·---.... -,., ... "~-,·~~·--·""'""'~""'--~~·rN:'······~ C 'A'f\fALY SIS' 'VOL T'A G'E so UR CFS' 1·?\1 s ER.·r·E·s·· w·t:TH ,--·r·N·o··oc T'OR"S" ''G !~VE'''-'·'"'·-''''"""·'·······-· 
INCORRECT RESULTS. IT IS SUGGESTED THAT THE USER PLACF THE VOLTAGE SOURCES IN CAPACITIVE OR RESISTIV·E BRANCHES OF HIS · .- ····-.. -
CIRCUITo 
-IN TRANSIENT ANALYSIS, TIME-DEPENDENT SOURCES IN SERIES WITH ~ .,.,.. -,-•,"""' -,. Tl!', ", -,....,.., •~:'°•''""'[ff"-.,'°",.-,~ -, 
·-·· CAPAC I TORS GIVE r·NCORRECT RES UL TS .. IF THE SL OPF OF- .. THE VOLTAGE"·"··--"~·~".,., ... ,.,.,: '· 
I SOURCE IS NON~ZERO AT THE FIRST TIME INTERVALo ) 1 
~ ( - --··- . -·- -- -- -
. ---- ··--·· ···-· --· --- ·-· --------- . --- ·--· ---------·-·-· ·----- ·---·r J,---' 
TIME~DEPENDENT SOURGES IN A CIRCUIT CONTAINING NO INDUCTORS ARE NOT INTERPOLATED IN A LINEAR MANNER BUT IN A LESS ACCURATE STAIR=STFP MANNERo THF USER SHOULD SHORTEN THE TIME . . 
. ·-·~· ~~"~~~-~--~-,.~-.-
1
,-~., -- -"-··--,. s-·TE:P AND L'f:NGTHEN TYE VOLTAGE SOURCE IN -pR'OPORTION ·tF T"HE··--····~, ... ,,., .. .,,.,,,.$~-·~~c~,·ccca-c:: 
-L INACCURACY BECOMES OBJECTIONABLE. 
. .... - . - -··--·- -,~, I 
~= .- .. ,~ .. --~~ • .• ~~ 
/ 
FILE DESCRIPTIONS 
' OEFAUL T FIL:E ALLOC!\TIONS ON THE ECAP PROGRAM ··CARD ARE --
ECAP (INPUT ,OUTPUT, TAPE1, TAPE3, TAPE4> 
WHERE --
INPUT IS THE NORMAL CARO INPUT FILE, 
OUTPUT IS THE PRINTER OUTPUT FILE, 
• ·•••••· • - --- ,_;,• :--.. .,. ..,,_ • • •• • - "'. • • .... ~·,· 'J'c~ • .. ,,.... .. ·~-i.-· ··.:.- ........... ~ - ·-·-
. . . TA PE 1 IS THE MACRO LIB R ,ARY FILE CV ER SIO'N ·2 ~· '2. (lNL YJ,·,~. "·~·~~- .~,.-,,-,., ····-----·=-- .. s.·~-
.. 
, - .': •. .; r:,:~:,-:-: .... :.!1'<'- . ,~-:;, 
;; 
- •' ..:.. 
T A PE 3 IS THE MACRO PUSH-DOWN STACK <VERSION 2.2 ONLY>, TAPE4 IS THE tCHECKPOINTt INPUT/OUTPUT FILE. 
INPUT.FILES 
_. ... ... ,. INPUT M Ust .. 8 E ·No_R_~.A~ ... -~G~ P __ :OA r·A··· CAR o·s ,··-HA c·-~o-, O'EF·r·Nt r·t"'CfN:s· _··--r.r1r:'·"'·-~--::~-~:-·· .. ·"·"""'~'-'· ::~~:: MACRO .. cAt.L·s.· .... 
TAPE! MAY BE THE MACRO LIBRARY FIL~ CREATED JN A PREVIOUS ECAP RUN, OR OTHER MACRO DEFINITIONS. PLACING MACRO DEFINITIONS ON. THIS FILE PRIOR TO EXECUTION BYPASSES MACRO DEFINITION FROM 
....... SOURCE CARDS 9 ANO SAVES TIMEe 
.. ·. :· ... TA.PE Lt MAY :SE l HE tCHECKPO I NT t FILE CRE"A'TEo-·-gy·-·--·A P_R"1:VI0 us· f:< u_~-~~--- --~~. ---
IF SO, A tCHECKPOI~Tt CARD, A NEW tFINAL TIMEt CARD, AND AN ' 
. . . ...... ... -· -··. , .. ·:·· ... tE'XECUTEt CJ:\RD WILL RESTART ANAL v·srs. .. ·-·. --- --- - -· ·············---···· 
. -- - . 6 
. ·-. 
--·-: TAPE3 IS AN INTERNAL FILE USED BY E'CAP TO PR'OCEss· NEST'E'D H"A:c·Ro· .. 
CALLS. 
·-
. ·--·· -·-• .... - ...... -c. _,,._. __ .,_ ····:-. -.-·· -
OUTPUT FILES· 
.. 
W.':!ll-;.,-.!,,'Tl.•........-¥-~~· ;i.._1'·4-""-i,,"J, "•"" ,·~ ., To'-'(" ~'V~·-,"~~~ :r _ ..... ,... , ···:"•-=,. .l.'_c-r,,•,.,·- ·- .··,.', ·-
.-. ~.-,.~ '• '".' •. ~ ., ,-·~• ",r' ~--- -,•. -,,,i ... ~ 1 t_ :, .,...._.>-''-':1'"··-....•t-,.4'. /t,•·'<~-- . .,.,-!~-~.+ ""'i:.:1't'. "'~'% ;--1-,,'f'?".•·.• -.-.t'.' -'c:--·~-.:,.-e"::'~- _...,,7,._. .... -,~--....,,-,"'>,r-'ol{.'tel<;,r~c;: •'}">.,.,....., ............... •-~ ... ~.,.,...,.-:,-,.~:·.,...,- ... ,...,._,"Ir'"". 'IA-,.,~.""Y>lt~ -..,-,,-., ...,...-,1.,,_'-'q,"..!q0,,1')."~.f.~•.!-Al>"-'-~U•llf~.~"'4)..._,,~ .• ,...,,...~'!',h'ot,,,-• .,fH-,,~- tUr."!lr.i.:.11 ,.~.'J~. ·.:.· -~r;, . , 
.. - -. • ·i-
- - - ·--·· --- ... -- -· - ' -- -·---.. ····-··_..__·----~-· ""···--···· ... ---· 
______ ... ________ . _ ... --~-·-··-----· --·-~·-·-. ··--- --------· -- ·------ ----·----·-- . ,,_ .. __________ ·-.. ~ -- -- . --. - --- ·- ·- ·' * "h 
- --- -· ~' •• 




. o,1 .. , •.. . · ·. ·, · Vt 
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' '. _ 1 \ 
• • • • ; • .., { I 




-----·--· ····-----. ----- -.. - . . .. . OlfTPUT CONT A INS A L ! STING OF INPUT cA·Ros·, OUTPUT" "QUANTITIES' - . --- ---· -- ; 
ANY ERROR MESSAGES OR DIAGNOSTICS, AND A FLOW TRACE OF ECAP ~ 
~.-r.• ,. ,,,,~•---'•· ·-,-»·-~, ~-.= '"" -,-~,- •,a ,-., , ~ .. -. SOB RO u TINE s IF A t JI.TRAC Et . CARO APPEARS • . . . . .. , ·-·'• r ··c-•e,~-•K~,~=·~,"- 0 ,, .. ·. . : 
..... _ -
. 
~· :::·.· ._, • • • ,,• • .,,~., f _, '"\11,"A ,, "': •· .~ ' • 
5. 
' TAPE! CONTAINS ANY MACRO DEFINITIONS ,~NCOUNTERED ON THE INFUT 
FILE, IN ADDITION TO ANY ALREADY ON THIS FILE. THE USER MAY 
- ., !; 
-SA.VE THIS FILE FOR OTHER RUNSo FORMAT OF THIS FILE IS 80- - .. -· - .. 
COLUMN CARO IMAGES, EXECPT FOR AN lNITIAL RECORD OF RUFFER 
- "GARBAGE t~HICH MAY BE PR-ESENT ANO IS IGNORED BY .ECA?o - . - ---. ····_es,. ...... ,-,,.~----«"· 




LAST tTRANSIENT ANALYSISt WHICH WAS NOT AN tEQU!LIBRIUMt , 
SOLUTION OR WHICH HAD NOT BEEN INTERRUPTED BY EXCESSIVE ' 
' ,, •• .r-
CURRENT UNBALANCES, IN ADDITION- TO A SIMILAR BLOCK CAUSED 9Y i 
'I 
-- "«····, -··- . T HE l AS T t CH t CK P O I NT t A f\1 Al V SI S < I F A l\l V ) o TH I S F I L E M A Y 8 E - - . _ .... ~. ,, ._, .. --, . 
SAVED SO THAT THE LAST tTRANSIENT ANALYSISt MAY BE RESTARTED 
BY A CHECKPOINT-EXECUTE SEQUENCE. THE SECOND BLOCK IS 
IGNORED BY ECAP. ··-~ 
FORMS IN WHICH THF PROGRAM IS AVAILABLE 
. .... •,· . NORMAL AVALISILITY IS THE ABSOLUTE BI~fA~-v O'\fE'RLAf'"'"'rt['E"'•.~E'C"A"P".c.~·Y,' ·--,~~~,,r."ce•".:,,. 
FOR RELATIVE AND SOURCE, SEE LIBRARIAN. 
PROGRAM ORGANIZATION AND LOGIC 
. ·- a,_ - -
- •• • ...... ~- ; _ _.< •• .Jtf" -- •• ,,r,~,1:· ·.~•n. ,_- I ,• I" -~~ 
LEVJ;L 
o,o 
- 1, 0 
CONTENTS 
CARO IMAGE LOADER ANO LANGUAGE 
DC ANALYSIS ROUTINE -
AC ANALYSIS ROUTINES 
SUBROUTINES 
. . 
":< • ·." .; -',; ,.,.. ,.-:-- ·;-,. -, ~· •••• • •• • ,:.,.'.,.,,. • ~ ,: ··~·,. r,.•c . ' 
2,0 
3 ., 0 TRANSIENT ANALYSIS ROUTINES., .. -- - -,..- r,•, -~,~..-. ··--~-•----- ...-,:;-,. r·, ·,..,..._ .. ~.,. ..... , .. ,r,o,nn,.,,_._,. .. , -,.,.,,-s,,-.,,.,s.,········,·-·-: .·, 1, 
.• - -- _, ____ ,_., -----------·,----·----.. -·--•--<-,.• ---···------··--.-'--'r,--·~----- .. ---.----- - - -- - -----------.·-- ---·------· !' 
CHECKPOINT ROUTINE 4, 0 
,, 
-·· .•. . - ···- - . 
LEVEL O,O PROCESSES ALL CARDS UP TO .ANO INCLUDING( THE 
EXF"CUTE CARO OF EAC·H- ANALYSIS OR. MODIFICATION. CONTR-OL IS TH.EN 
-· - - - - . - - '"- - . - TRANSFER R'E O TO THE A PPRO PRI ATE AN ALY SIS RO UTl NE FQ 8 ____ SQLUJ_I_Qtt __________ , _________ _ 
• :•·.· -:..,~.- .,,_•.-:,;.~,~·.- ~1 . _, .. :·"I •j··~,,..,, •• .,. -.-~. 
--)\' N O P R I N ·y c:::, 0 U T o - • -·-- - · - --- ., .... -- ,... · , .. · .. , ·-- ··· · ·· · ·· - -· ·· .,, .. ~._,.,.,- .,.. -,:;-so-·,:,-
- - -6. - TEST -ANO SAMPLE CASES - --- - - - - - -_- - --··-------- --------------------· 
- INPUT/OUTPUT OF TEST 
7. NATURE OF LATEST REVISION, IF EDITION EXCEEDS_ 01 
'-
.. 
_. ----·· -·--·---·-- -·~------·· ---- -··--·----, 
-- .. ,, . 
.. ----- ··- ---· ----·--· --·- ------·--·· - -·· -- ---··-· .... ~ ··-· - •• • ' -,• •· ·• -••• ••·-• ·---•• , __ ,,..,, ••..----- •'-·--·--·--,,-,·~- •• -- -.-- •--........... ,_, -·--• - n••·· • ••---•-•-·•••--••· 
' 
• EXPLANATION OF LATEST REVISION 
.. 
" ·".YI....:-~ . 
. . -·-------- ··-·-- ... ---·· ·-------·-------- ----~ -- - ··- ... ------~----- -·- ---- -----· ---- -· ---------·-------·-
...... -. • l ,• .,, ·~I,, 
. ' .. ._,. -
······· ····-·------- -·-·-·----··-·.-----------------. -----~----------·--·--··--- ----·-----·-·---·-- --- ---~ ------- . -----·-----------------------·--· -·-· . ---"---------'-· ·-·---.--·----·--
. .. - ' . . . 
. "" '..;:.,,;· :
1




.: . ..:.J..i'' . 
'·, ,_.,,, ·• • • , . ..., I • •, ,, . , 
. • .')~J 
-
•. 
.. ····· .... ., ···-----.........;.....--,---·-·-- ·----·-------·-·-----··----.. ., , .. ___ ., __ ,, _.-, ----·~ .. --_ .. ___ _ -·------,,,.----·--·--· ______ ..... _ 
. ' /· -- - .... 
',· 
, 'I 
··-·· ····-··------·--·-·-·- -----·--··-· ·-··- __________ ......... ·.....:,);_ __ , ______ ···------=..-------------------·---·--·----.. ---.. ·-·------ ------ ---- -· · ---·---.. · ·--............... · -- --·---~----- ·---~- ---- ·-·------ -- -· -- .. ··r lfO 0··04 . ·--···---~----···-------.. -
~\ (99) ECAP I . ' 
~ .· .·.··.1··,,,,-:-,••~·_!.·'~:""!'i'"~':.al\' 'mr ... ~,,..,,~"'.,_.~,xa)!l!llllf."l'~Ml'Nllll',IIIN!CS\l.¥1JI IA-Z»~~ti~~~."'9~.;.o;.m~,...,..~J. F11W ;:Wlt'W WP.Nlll~IRl."'tl>~~~~'Wlf.ml:"~ .... ~~11~:1-~ ~,.._.,..,~JIIJll'U>~~-----_ .-.. ' :--"'·-"~"'""'"=•"""ciflV."·"'"••'"·'' p 'A 'GE .. ·. •·. '5 , .. ,-,,c,.• •. ,,.,_,,.,,.,,...,...,.,,,.,,,,<,i1l••1;'1-
08/28/70 . ··- -• ......... ··~---~ ..... - ·- -·--···~··--- .. -- .. ·:·:·· __ .., ______ .... _,_ - ·- - .. -------··-··-----~-· ---···--·------ -- - -- ---~-···· ·--- ------ ... --·--·-·· 
( 
-· ·-·· .... ·-· ····_·--------·-· --· --:·· -------·· -.. VE'R -·2. 2 Ec·A-P !NCL u·nt=" s THE. F'OLL-OWI'N"G"" "'CJ·fANGE·s· ,--·""A·s-·-w-Ell''''"·Jrs·-··TR"'O--sE- ----··--···_-.... -
CONT A I NE O IN VER 2.1 -- 1 ,:; •• • :'"'.·,_f·::' .. ;:,.-.~.; ;~··JJ·.Y.-'"l':C-~',~M!J':.':;;':;''-"•-AA"'t,:-l,~~.~t!l".2~~°fu.~; ,,-,.-v:\tF,"'1,,,,"::•'"'l's;;,~ -~·"-'t','. _-<;",•. ',-...:.,~.--i ,, '·· -. '.''. · -'" .. '· ·· . ,,.,_- .. ,; ·· ;·:.v.:•,;: __ . .·•-:.· , .. _, ::..,-. .! - . " • .., ~· : ·". '., · •·• '·. -,-~ .. • ,., --·, •.•. ,_ . .,.'-'tl'l 0._...J•:,.;:,r,. '" ,.•:,~·..t.i--,-··..,..,c·r..-1\1.i;::'•c,>1'•",t:i:::•;;1'.(l.¥-~"'lfit."'t~~....r.'.!'"r.~"'S>: .. "'-,'l-.:.""'t:.:'".i:a:S.t\'2···.r;-,.~:"'.::!~'"a+."l.e.·,-..:!1.i>,.-.;q,o,:~~-,-f.", :.··~·-~2•;.;.fl'""'"~ •. ::-.·.·::.;;1_--.:,..;;a,c_--:,1~~;r;...-,>.c.--.;"'"!'~ _ar.,;«-;.:..o·'l:L~..P<:.:'l',1tt!'~W.::.1·,:--,_~_~;,w,,;,.._~-:'~"',t'llSl~btClil't!H'!~i'·':i'!!<~,.~.· .. • .·., _.. 
\ ;; 
. --·· ....... ----. ·- - . -- .. .. - .. , .. ,. ... --, ......... I 
II ERROR MESSAGES 
.. ·---·······-- ----·---··- -···· --··---··-· --·---· -·----·--·-- --- --- --·-- ---- --· .. ---- ---·-·-·---· ...•• ··-------···-- ••... --- . ·-·-· ... - ··-··-··"-··--.. --1[ 
1: 
J: MOST Of THE ERROR ~ESSAGES HAVE BEEN CHANGED TO INCLUDE A SHORT 
I ., .. ,_--.,·-~·,v-··-- ... ·--;-~·····-·,··--··----~-,.Ol:SC.RIPTION OF THE l:RROR_ c·oNDITION.- ----EXCEPTION'S ARE"TH"E ......... ,,,~,--,_ ..... , .. ~ .. "~··-· . ,,,.,,: 
ANALYSIS-TIME E~ROR MESSAGES AC1 ANO AC2 --
ERROR AC1 
INVALID SELF-INDUCTANCE INPUT DATA OR INVALID MUTUAL-INOUCTANCE 
ERROR AC2 
BOTH NODES OF A BRANCH ARE CONNECTED- TO G'ROUNO, OR -··NOOE. ·o·JlTA - ··---····---SUBGROUP LEFT OFF A BRANCH CARD. THIS OMISSION IS ALLOWED ONLY FOR PAR.A METER MODIFICATION DATA. , .. ··- .... _ ...... -~;,·····"··-·.,--
TWO NEW ANALYSIS-TIME ERROR MESSAGES HAVE BEEN ADDEO --
ILLEGAL INPUT STATEMENT. 
,~-,. ·-
_ .... ·~ ,:· ,., ·-·~ \,.~ , ,. J • -~ , •••• 
THESE ARE NOT EXPECTED TO OCCUR UNDER NORMAt·· c·oNOITIONS •.. 
2. AUTOMATIC PAGE SKIP 
,· '"~ 0 • - <C·1 " .,...,,; ,.,._,.L,9'i,.Y. ~.· •... ~-••*,~J.•! , . 
·- --· --· ···-------- .--------- ·--···--···----··- --~-·· ···---------
I. 
-· -<I«" 3. ECAP SYSTEM CONTROL CARDS 
_ .. _____ ,._·. ,. -.~·-_._ --~<'"' __ .. ·, .. _""'_-,--,~-fff:=Sc·--c-n-R·os~--o·o··--No-r---·l{r:·F·E-c··r---AllAL vs·rs, -~BUT 'PRODUCE"• ··cHA}lG'E·s,· I'N' ·~c-·'A"p-=~-------., .. ,. ,,. 
INPUT ANO OUTPUT L !STINGS. · THESE CARDS MUST .ALWAYS .. ST ART WITH _ 
__________ ....... ___ :~-~: .... __ . AN ASTERISK IN COLUMN 1. 
- ·-- · --· ···-----·--·-
- --._ ....... 
--
·~--- -·--· .. - , - - .. - ·-· --· ·--, --- ·- -
•NOLIST -- --- - - - . ·-
-~ Q 
'THIS TURNS OFF .JHE L !STING 'OF INP·ur CA ROS·, EXCEPT' FO'R' THOSE'" .... -------------··-· CONtAINING ERRORS. 
.r,,e-
: ___ ._._ ... _________ .._ __ ••. ,-- ·• -·- --,-· • · ·· · ·-- ·-·- .-•• ---,----·---- ·,,11,,.,; •, ;,n'i':1, - · ..... -. 
~· 
i '" . 
I 
' ;' 
-. I . . - - - . -----· -· ----- ------- ·- . -- - ........ --- -----· ._..,... ---- -- . --. -- ··---·-···· -- -- -· . . -- . r.. 1 . .. • • -
.... , ... ~, i: 
I 1- ,, .. .., • -
~- -----··- .. ·-- . ------------·~--- - --------·---- -·------··------- _...._.._ .. --------·- --· -.. ,, ·. ---·--:-··----·----------·-··---~---
.-. 
----------··----~-7-7·77··-y --52·TTT?TYF ___ --· - - ·m· ' ) ••. ,--• - •••• ,, '',• >-,·~ ,.' ,. -~-~~-- -
.... 
I .,. 
-· . - ~ ._.- ....... ~ ........... _ ...... ------------. ·-~·--- ·---· ···-·-· - ....... _ •.. ---~-·---· -·. ----·---- ·---· ---·-------~- ______ .,._,., __ ' . - .-~ ·-···· .... . ... -.. ,.. .... _, '' '. ----·· ..... - . ~ -- -· .. --- ··--···--·-··- ----------
. - -· - .. _________ \ -------·-··---------·-··- ·-·- ··------------··----~----- _: ___ .. _ ..... -.-·---·- --- ·-.-~ .. ----· ...... . 
. :/ . 
· -- · ·-· ··· ·--.... -----···- .. --- ---~- ·- .. ·-·------· ........ -· -.... -__ ,. ________ - ..... ---· ---------- · · · · -- --- ·-·---.: ·· _ .. ____ ·- --- ··- -- · -· · ----· ---· ~- --- ... . ... ---- ·. --- ----· -- - --.. -....... ·-------·- .--- --·····~··-- ---- -·-·---·- ----·· ·-·-·r1t·u .. rr·o-q·-···-·· -·-·-----· ............. . 
. ·. , ... ---- · · ~~ · . · . ... . . ., - - (40)ECAP --. -- .... - - ...... ------- -1, 
.,.-.. ,,.,, .. ,,.,.,,_,-,.,.,. ,;;. . .-, •.. ~.w'"',,a"""'-"'""""""""',._.....,,.,...,..~.·-wo ... ,.,.. . .,,.,_.._, •. ·<tft«•""'_,,_.....,.~._~~"..-.,....,_~ . .,.,..,,,._:,., ,,., ... ,.....,..,~c,,~ .-.,..,,.,."'...,.-"""'-"'-""''-'"""'.....,.•«no,·,=w~·,,..,,~,·=·~·•""_,_.,,..,.,,.,,,...-=..,.....,,..-,_,,.,.~,._,.,...,"""""",,,,_'""""""""""'.,,.r.'•·-,•X-,o•.~-- .-,.,. , .. ,. p··A G·E· . ·• ' 6' • .. ,. "">'N·,.·- ... 
_-. ~-·\ -· .. . -- -· -.- . , __ ,.. __ -







- -·- -- -- - - . -- - - . - •· ---- "--·-··- . - - . -· - . ·- - ----· -- --·. - -·-· -- . ·- -- ···---· --- ···-· . , ----·--· --·· . --- - - ·-- ". ----~- .... --..--... , ...... ... 
. '; . . 
-·--I···--··,. ___ .... ···-· ..... 
~ 
.- THESE CARDS ARE USEO WITH. THE''·EcA·p· .MACRo··,,;····.-·-c~S~E'E"'···s·tc·T·r,rrrz.. r.,., ... ,~,..".""'-·~c"''" ·····<''c: 
4. ECAP MACRO 
•.• •I 
; 
A MA.CR.a IS ArSET OF ECAP O.ATA CARDS (ANY SET AT ALL>, i T}iAT ARE bEFI'NEO AS A Ut-JIT ANO MAY RE INStRTtD 'WHEREVER···N'E·Eo·Eo····Vi .... , .. ,,.c 1: 
-BY A SINGLE SYSTEM CONTROL CARDo TYIS CARO CONTAINS THE NAME OF THE MACRO TO BE INSERTED 9 AND IN ADDITION MAY CONTAIN PARAMETERS WHICH MAY BE PASSED TO THE MACROo THESE PARAMETERS ~ ARF. IN THE FORM OF SUBGROUPS 9 DEFINING SYMBOLIC CONST~NTS, 1 
.. I WHICH MAY BE USED WITHIN THE MACRO IN PLACE OF ORDINARY NUMERIC I • ,,.;,. --~:"''·'.'" • ... ,, ......... "'" .~--·: .-~..: .. :i, • .-· ~· '• ,:·..--.--- .r• ' CONSTANTS (NUMBERS) o ECAP Al SO MANIPULATES THE SERIAL NUMAFRS .,., ·c·-·, :i OF CIRCUIT FEATURES tiITHif\J THE MACRO TO MAKE THEM INDEPENDENT . 'i OF THOSE ALREADY PRESENTa WITH PROPER USE OF MACROS, TRANSISTORS 9 FILTERS, ETC~, CAN BE DEFINED ONCE, AND THEN 




."{( · .. 
. I 
·l ..... • •• ,._ -~\ ~-- ·~-!""'~•:-'- .... c: ',·.: -:·- ... -~--
,, . .,..-.__ : - 0 --.,,.,-~,-~'< -.--~,~ .,.: .. ··: <• ., ... ,._-,;.-.··~··<>.Jcl/f"o,·. · ,· ,_. .-.,~ .... -,·.!•11rri.•,-,•· .-,~,.~'-\~~:~-}"';· "'':.f'•-.u .. ,.:r,,:.--.,.. .•.. , '·.".~..cf:·.,'.":;," 
-t.,C,""\""·''". ;",;,i_-. ,; •. 1.., .· 
., . 
. 4.1 MACRO DEFINITION 
A MACRO DEFINITION CONSISTS OF THREE PARTS -
.. •MACRO tN~MEt 
(ANY SET OF VALID 
•MACRO CARD. l 
___ '!" E.N D 
·: I 
· THE MACRO NAME, tNAMEt, CAN SE ANY COMBINATION OF UP ~O 10 
~ ; ~ 
. ,-, ' 
·., , ..•. ,•··· a·,-·. ··~· :. . "a¥,·"·" ~.- ~----- .ACL_E>}tAN..U1!1E.RIC CHA-R:A.-C-1 ER-S-. :. . lHE' MAC-RO- : NAME-· MUS·T . s·r-JtR'T·:~,: ... I-'tt"'"COt:'1"-r''" "Tr'" -,r-r· ~_..,.. .•= ...... ,..-f. • --·-"··-·--·----·-·--·- ---------··------
. / · 8. CARE SHOULD BE tJSEO ON THE •MACRO CA-~O AS A MISPLACED NAME 
· : ·:_- . HAY CAUSE THE .MACRO TO llE--l-OST OR LEFT UNOEFtN_EJJ_._ ___ -___ - __ -----==--·-·= ........... - --::-:=:-:---~---::Si·-
. THE MACRO CAN CONTAIN ANY <REPEAT, -ANYl SET OF VALID ECAP. ·c-AROS ... EXCEPT ANOTHER •MACRO CARO ... BRANCH. ANO NOOE NUMBERING SHOULD 
··-~·~---~~'"···~··-····~,,-•,-•,•= .. --~-···,··~ ... ,-~·-··"'''~· 'FOLLOW THE SAME ROLES AS A SEPARATF ANALvs·rs·. ~THAT IS, B, T, .. ·<'"'·" 
. 't;, 
. 
M, S, AND NOOE NUMBFRS SHOULD ·BF CONSECUTIVE STARTING FROM 1, --··-·····-··-- .. ···· ·-·-·- ....... _ .. -·- -'"·--·~-~· A NO NO DE O IS GROUND. 
· ---- ·-· ··· · - ........... ---
;.::..'.::: 
~!11':r&'~C:-~..C:····• /lfl:?t:."wttl':~~i;,nl:(1\o"''>· --<'• ....,.~,_..., • ,;,A;.i\,.,g""..J.";· -1'1'"~·.~-<;1,,r_--'.,:. " .. ,,-:•.,. :·-' ~ .. .,-..•. ·•;,.-: ·., •. 
!'. ;.;. ,._. .I 
') 
----- --~ ----·-· - - ,_, ---··---------···--···--· -·- ... ·-·--·····-.~-- ·---··· ·-- ···-- , .. --- ·-· - . --· ·- - . ...,. -··- ·-·-- .-
"'·" ,, .. : . --·-······ ···- ~-- ...... •" -,·-----.- ... - ·-"' - --•·" ... ~.·-··· .---,---~---·------ ·-------- ---......... ,.,. --.... -~ - ·-·- -· 
' ,,. .. ~ 






 ---...-----·-·-·- • ·---·--
·----- ----·-·---- ---·--~-.-----·--------------------------·---·--·-·'"'·-----·--,-----.--
--·--'-- -- ----




- -· --·· ·-- . __:_:• - - ~ --- ~' -- - - _'..__ ··•'._. :_ 
. ·---------------------
-------- ~-------------------------------.fjl----------- --
,...__,.,,. 11 ·., • 1/ . ·. 
,. . 
I 
_ ---·--·-· _··---- __ .. ---· ---- ·---------------- -----. __ -------·-· _ ----------·----·-·------ ----· -- ----·-· --- ··---- ---- ----- .... ---- --- . _ ..... --- -- ---- ·- ---- -- --- ------ --- --- ---. ------------ ------------- --- . -·- -· ·: rr.-o O 0·4 -. . ···- ---· ~--.. -· 
. - _ . ' 
_ .. - - ---- - ( 41) E CAP _ 
. ' 
. ·.·,; 
--_,,,.,~,,-"'=~ ...... ____ .,..,,,.,..._ ..... - ................. -,·-·-~--,~., .. , ... ,,....,~-----·~ .... ~ ... ,,.  .,..,..~-... --·""""""'""'---__,.-.,,,.....,....,.,., .. ,,. .......... ~----.. - .. ~--........,.,.,.....,,.,, •• ,",--_-., .. -- .•. -.. ~--p A ___ G_E ____________ ~7=-=~--~ 
'1) '. 
08/28/70 
-·:·--·----------·-·--···--- ·-·--,---··--··-----~---· ··--·~-· -- ··--· -· ---·-··· ·---- ... - ·-·· ------·••"• -·-----·-···- ---------..... ----·-···-····- ... ------ -------·-----~ .. -· .. ,, ______ ,,, _______________ ·-:-- -----·---·--· --··-·--· ..... - --- •,- .· ... - ........ -----·-··· .. ----·· ~----------
EXAMPLE OF A MACRO DEFINITION --
- ··----------- ··------------ .... --- ----~---. 
--- . ------------·----- ·-·-··----· --~--------·-----. ----------------------------------·- -----. 
•MACRO 1NET 




B C 1 , 2 > , GM= 0. 1 
PRINT,NV(1) 





•. ,_._,ce_, ... ,·c~-~- ==~ .. ~..,. ............ _ -~ ........ --~,----H £RE .. ·r HE --s·vM B OL S ·t· N'l t·--------MfD"- .,1,·e·rA··s·l·· ~~wr·c·c····--13·£· '·"G-!VEN·--··vA·C"Of:S -·--·wHE.N"----~--.---~, ... .,,.,.~-~-" .. --,.s 
.. I.";__,..-\ 
THE MACRO IS CALLEO. 
4.2 MACRO CALL 
1 
•. ,·-- .. - --,Y ,.~,~·~,c~-·,m~·-~-.--.. -~-c<~,,,u .. 'A'• C :~RO-·- -w· ITH THE -CH'AJ~fAC"TE'RS'' 't:•C'A'["'L 'j"'"' ·s-r'lrR'TI"fJ'G"'"·''IN --c~O['O'~"N''-~-1-,,x•Nn·-·'''A"•,,,w,,-,-,,.,._ ...... ,,,~,,. 
PREVIOUSLY DEFINED MACRO NAME STARTING IN COLUMN 7 CONSTITUTES A MACRO CAllo DATA. SUBGROlJPS MAY BE PLACED AF·TE~----r-HE MACRO - -------~- =-~-----
NAME9 SEPARATED FROM IT ANO FROM EACH OTHER BY COMMASo THESE 
SUBGROUPS DEFif\JF Sf MB OLS WHICH MA V BE USE~O Il\~ THE - MACRO IN --- - --- ... - :·-
PLACE OF NUMBERSo THESE SYMBOLS ARE VALID ONLY IN THE MACRO 
- -· '"~·-.. ------ .. , .......... ~~~-· =- . -,I BEING CALLEOo FOR EXAMPLE, NOOE NUMBERS "AN'D PARAMETER VALUES .. , .... , ..... ,.,,cc,,-_, 
.. ·.· ,.-;,.,~ ._ .-.. ,.._ -- ···r· :· '·. ~, ... , , .. "".' .• ._.. .-, .• 
·.:-._.,.._._ '':'.,·,·.. . ~·."'t'' ... '-""·····~:--.:• .. ~~ ., :, •. ·• 
••- •-----·--··-•--•••·•-••--•- ••--•-••• 0• •-•••- •-•-•--•••. "•N ~- •• • 
MAY BE PASSED INTO A MACRO FROM OUTSIDE IT. 
SYM80LS ARE ASSIGNED VALUES BY HFANS OF ANY OF THREE TYPES OF 
EXPRESSIONS SIMILAR TO THE DATA SUBGROUPS ON ECAP DATA CARDS. 
(l A SYMBOL C0N$ISTS OF A.NY COMBINA rr·o·N OF -UP~··ro - TtN~·-·--A~LPHANUMER·rc·.,.,,,,~., ... .,c.,· •. ,,-~,, 




THIS ASSIGNS TO tSYMBOLt THE NUMERIC VALUE tVA-LUEt. HERE. 
tVALUEt COULD BE A NUMBER OR A SYMBOL. 
2) 
--SYMB0L(VALU-E1,VALUE2, ••• - >---
- . - ··~ . 
... 
--. ... , ...... , .. ,.-,· .,..._. '. •.;._...-,·,,:-- ·- :~·-,,,;·, .... :,,.,-·. ,,-......... ..,.,.. ' ,- -· - .. 
-------------·-- ---------------·---· '' -·- -·--·-
HERE A SYMBOL CONSISTING OF THE CHARACTERS tSYNBOLt IS DEFINED, 
.. . ··- .. ·. . .. . ... ·--·. WITU A DL"ft~L t\llJ~O_PR .apn-~.1.11n~n r·o IT" F"O'"R·-···E--A-.,..~---···v·11r,,-~---r~·- - .. · -·-·-···--,-~----:: ___ ................ _._ .. : ....... :.:.. .... :...:..:~:.:-.:.: __ .~;~~ ·.::..::.·-==- ~-:~_..:__ --- ~- -· . " ·=---::-...:-:=c" _·.: .::.J=-r~--·~ --,--• .. .:p,(·:;;iFE 1--~'\.l"/H)~ ~.: M~ rJ.::j-)lt;L: .. ~·.:.u - . -. ". ' . --• ; ·- . _- . vn ··1-1-- .v--c;." --- __ - :Pf ·---. ---= .. :-::-:-:-::=----
PA RF NTH F SES o THIS NEW SYM80L WILL REPRESENT THE RESPECTIVE 
.. --
- - ·-------,.----------·-----·--··"- . ·-·- .. - VALUE. FOR EXAMP_[E -
________ , _______ 1., 
______ ,, ___ .. -··-----·-------- --- - -·· --·· ---------·~-
,., ,,._ .. ,,,_, .. -,,,.,""'''"""'''""''·"'"""""'"'"""~'"'''--="-·.,.,.._.,.. • .._,.,.__.,,,,w,-,.-.s-··· '-··· ---.- ,. 
-~ A IN s { i"' s ., 6 E"1 o· ''TH'ET A'} ·-··-· ,_·- .,.,., .. , ... ~,,ae·>~ ·'''"-'"·· ··cr.,s.---~--,-.,-.-;,·~~-.,---,.,,,,:"""·"="n-,,-,, .• -"' ~---·s. .. ~C"·,•·""··,..~·''""'"''·'"""""""''-~~rr----,.,.-~-..... ,.,,,..,.~,,.,,~--c,--,=•o-,,·,,c,.; _,,:· 
- -····- - ·--·---··--·-···-·-· - -----.--- ---
....... _ 
IS EQUIV.ALENT TO 
. . 
GA !NS1=1, GAINS2=5, GA INS3=6E1 o·, GAINS4=THETA -
' 
•••• NOTE - IF THE SYMBOL ·eEFORF THE tCt IS o·Nr: ·oF--TAE .. Sl>FCTA_l __ --·-------- -
CHARACTERS tBt, tTt, tMi, ISt, OR tNt, THE VALUES !NCLOSEO ARE 
-...,.1'\l;t~,:,~;,1,.[W.,'!'lr';~k:'"1'.tJ-'!:!i:~..., ·~,.,r,.;~'l.'"'.""'/{ra1",,,,,.,-J?.~~JIL.J"'_..2""''-"'--~·~ •,-. .'~- ,;,.-_"fl:><.rl-1·--.:.··~--=-"'·--.'"''!J'C~.,- .. • 
•••··. -'i •. • · · :·' •·. ..·.- .; ~--- · · ',' .. , . .,. .. ·.- .. •.;. ~·· ,• -.~~--.··. ·, ·• ·•: .. •· c.- '" - ,.·.; ,.' · 
.~, •· •·, • ,•· :·,· ,•• -;• •. ,)" ,~ -,-,-· .. .- : , ,-, ,.-, • ·., ·." r: -:r•· ··:::_:- .,. ....... ·, _.,c,·, .,.".~"l.:<··.- . • . 1., .. - .,:;;..":,';'/';!-"' .. ··1.i,·!.,..=,· .,, ·"'".b<:'?'.:.' •.:'•<,'~·;.;,.,,/, 
,.. 
. "-l.,.- . 




· ---' - : . . ··-- ~-· -· ·· ··., •... ·i ;_...,., '·---·~----~· -----... ,,. ··----·---·--• ···"---·-'-· ...... _ ... _.J .,.....__. ____ ·_- .. ·------.-· .... ~ · ... ~. ------·---··---· --·- --- .: -, .•• -- ... -----·-·~·-··· ,- ·· ·,,~ - • .,-:"'-:··-:-·---.-·-:c·;-~~1~.--;~·:f":,iT:., ... -r.;,;·._,:'!.· ..... 
FRI 2M H 4 . i ... 
. ... _,.,.,. ·····,.•<,c\; .·-·,,··,,• ,\:·., •. ,, .. ,·,,, ,, ,, .. ,. ,···, .. 
of ...... -
... -.- .... , '··i... . · .. udilr nUIYI I 7 
- t 
.... 
. · t'I, 
,,. 
\! '! 
i' . ' ~ . ---·---~--~ ... ~-·-,- .. -.--.-..-.. .. ' . . . . . . . '•, . - ~ ' ' . ~··· ~-~- -·-···-<4---~ .. - - ---- -~--~-.. ~·----~--------··-------~---------··-..~ .- ' ·--.... -...... ~·"-...... -........... __ ... ___ ", ............ __. __ ._ .. -.. -.............. . 1 
' 
( 
· ·,- .:-z.,..-, .• , .... ·n.,;,,,. -·-~ -,.....,,_w,-~,.;,.,.,-, .... ; , . , _ '•k'• 
"( • . ·-So···- ...... 
CONSIOEREO TO BE BRANCH, TRANS-TERM, MUTUAL, SWTTCH, OR NODE 
·.-SERIAL ~MBERS ANO LOCAL ·ro THE MACRO OR OUTSIDE CI~ClJITo ALL·--·----·-- . 
SUCH ·sE·'RIAL NUMBERS NOT AlRFADY SYMBOLS ARE CHAf\!GED BY THE 
. , MAC RO p R oc Es s OR TO p R. EVEN T C ON Fl I C TS O SER I Al NU ~1 BERS ~~ I TH I N • 0 ,, -,,:.,~-;ncu '"~1 CC .. 
MACROS SHOULD BE CONSECUTIVF STARTING WITH 1 AND NOOE O IS -
G R Ou N O O l\ l L f\J ODE s ( E ){ CE p r O ~ I) BR A ~JC H E s )/ E T C O 5) i1 I r HI i\J A r4 A CR o-· .. .. . --· -- . ! 
WHOSE SERIAL NUMBERS ARE NUMERIC (NOT SYMBOLIC) ARE LOCAL TO 
. THAT MAC~Oo SUCH NUMBERS CAN BE PASSED TO AN INTERNAL MACROi- -BUT ONLY THROUGH A PARENTHETICAL SUBGROUP OF THE PROPER TYPE. . I • l 
·' 
. A MACRO CALL IN THE MAif\l SECTION NEED NOT USE THE PAREN-THtTIC'Al:···/,,,, ., ,,, 
:1 FORM TO PASS NOOE NUMBERS. :i' 




,,c., , .. _ ··c.· .. .•••. ., ... -- ... ,~~····· .. ·-rs .... ~·--· .-HERE .. THE s VMB OL tS 'lMBOL t . IS . 0 t::·F-tN~~-0 ..... tl)'""''ffA'V'E·--,.-TffE'··,·sAl.f·E .. .. ,l]\ [UE. ··-"·~·- .~w- .. ~~~m··· -._ .. , • 
WITHIN AN INN.ER MACRO AS IT HAS IN THE OUTER MACRO, OR THE 'J 
- ···_Y.~., :' ;""""~·-;- --~" l' - .:"'"" ..• • 
"'· r.' •·, - :, ••.. : ··r•·.;:l-,..,; .. , - .•• , - .- ~~--.. ·.-_ ........ .;.·#, ..... ;'"' -·~-- -· -:,.• .- ·, -~ 
VALUE ZERO IF IT HAS NOT PREVIOUSLY BEEN DEFINED. - A SYMBOL-- 1 
' I MAY OTHERWISE HAVE DIFFERENT VALUES IN INNER ANO OUTER MACROS. , 
'.l : I 
' I 
UP . TO 2 5 SYMBOLS. M AV -BE-- A Cf I VE . tN· A.NV .. o·N'E. M·Ac·~o. . WHEN "'l"J'f~J'E-, " v, _, ..• ,"""'··,~'<· .. : 1 
MACRO CALLS ANOTHFR, ALL SYMBOLS NOT ON THE t•CALLt CARO OF THE CALLED MACRO ARE DEACTIVATED. WHEN THE INNER MACRO TERMINATES, 
ALL ITS SYMBOLS ARE LOST, AND THOSE OF THE CALLING MACRO ARE 
MADE ,ACTIVE. 
All NUMERIC (NOT SYMBOLIC> REFERFNCES TO BRANCHES, MUTUALS, 
TRANS~TERMS CT CARDS)i SWITCHESp AND NODES <EXCEPT O> WITHIN 
MACROS ARE CHANGED BY HAVING ADDED TO THEM THE HIGHEST B, M, T, 
S, OR NOOE NUMBER9 RESPECTIVELY9 ENCOUNTERFD BEFORE THE MACRO. CALL. THIS INCLUDES REFERENCES MADE BY PARENTHETICAL 
, I 
; I 














..•• ; I 
SUBGROUPS ON MACRO C.ALL S WITHIN. A MACRO. . . -...... -~-.- .. ·-,·~···· ~--.,.,.,, ...... -...... . 
. IT MAY OFTEN BE USEFUL TO USE :THE- SYMBOLIC CAPABILITY WITHOUT 
CALLING A MACRO. FOR EXAMPLE, IF THE VALUE OF SEVERAL CIRCUIT 
.. --...... ·~· ··=-··--·-c··.,.-.,'"-~-~-. EL.EMENTS IS THE SAME LARGE NUMBER, A SVMflOL. M·Av BE USFO _TO. . . -.,·- . 
AVOID TIRFSOME REP:ETITIONo THIS IS DONE THROUGH A DUMMY MACRO 
_=--:_~~-· -·· ·~- ·· · - · · .. · ~.~.-····· -·-- .. -·.:---CA~l..-l·--W-HICH- GO-NT-AI-N-S N-0·· -MAGRO --NA ME. THE SE A R-E OJ; _TWJl~::E'.:O_R~S=.:~·- -·:-·----~--· ----~-~-~:--
1) ·_ - •CALL ,A=33.333333E10,C=-123.45-6789,G=RESISTANCE -- -- - _-.............. , 
·~-.,~=·'""·"·-~,~·-·~.-~~·---:~: -·--~""-~~,-,.,~c•·c- ., .HFR E .. t At , tC t, AND . t Gt ' M AV 8 E u~.f: D I NS r·E AD OF OF . 'T Ht" LONG ER''""·'·'=•«>~-,=;;C,,>*W~~ ... -.,.,· : 
SYMBOLS ANO, NUMERICS. ALL PRFVIOUSLY DEFINED SYMBOLS REMAIN ACTIVE. 
. -· - ----··· -·-- ··---·- --·---..... ·-·-
........ 7'l!.- .. 
l ---.. ---- '--· - .... ···---·.--· .... -··. 2) ... 
-•c ALL A-= 9 8. 765 43 21 E ~ 15 ,·F=. 333·33·3333 --·. . . . · . ·--- ·-- --- -...... --........ 
I 
., ,' • 
---' --- .,,_, ___ , __ ~-- ·-·-- -- ... .;., •... --·--·--- ... ~ ----- - -- ------· - ----- ·--- - ' --- . ----· ··-- -··- ---- -~-- ·-------- - - --· -- --·- -- -·· .. ···-··· ------------ --------~ ···------ ---· ., . .. -~ . ·-·---- .· -~ ... -·- ---· ····-·-----··- ---··------- - -- ·----- -·- ______ ...,_, ______ . -------·---····· . 
- '' 




' •• -.·- -L-,1, . 
- -- ·~ .• ---- . ..:.... . ~ --- --· --· - ·-·- --- -··-- ----- .• ,. ··-- ···- ----· ·-·- --· ,-• - ..... · •. ·······' • .. '>'u •·- ··-· -·- •. ··--· ···---· - - -·· 
,..,..._...,...~~~ 
> ' ' , .. -. 
• -·--···-··-·-· . .J ····----·-·····----··--·--- --.-,,--.••,,•-----..--..•n•••~ . ',·--u._,,_. .• ' _____ .,,__. __ ..,__,-_ 
. I 
............ __ .. _______ - -
----.. ··-·--· ----------·---·---·- .. ---·-·-· .. ·- -···-·-----··· -·--·-···----\-'-. --------------
·1 i 
·· ··=--:·~·-----...!...---·- -- ·_ · -- · ___ :_.-_____ :. __ ---··_·. -----==-- --~=::-. =--.. .. - - - • - ------- -------·. -- J -------.. ------ ·--·. ·- -- -- · ·---·--- ···· --.- ·-· .-- ~·--·-------.. ·-------------------- ·-· ···--r r+a· 004·~---· --·----- · · 
. . .. -
- . . . (43) ECAP , 
08/28/70 .. 
. - ---------: ·--<i.>..---··-· , ___ --·-···- -------------·-----·--·-------- ---· ~ ---·--- ---- -- -- .. -·---- .. -----. ~-- ··--.,· - - ··----·-
- . -- -- - ... -.•--- -· ---~---- -
" ONLY THOSE SYMBOLS HERE DEFINED REMAIN ACTIVE. ALL OTHERS IN !. 
----------- ---- -- .. 6~I~~M:i~~ ::EMi~~!KEMT~~RF!R~!c~ge~:~~: M~SN~Jp:Eo~f o~~~~ 3 - --
''""'"'·"'==·"'~~·= .. =·•~w==3=-~--~-~~-~r.c-••·=-~ CA l L C A N . B E us E O TO R EMO VE u N w ANT ED . s y M 8 0 Ls. . - .. EN .... T"HE .·. Nu MB E R ' O~F~"""" -pw-,w,~,,c,:· ., • 
. SYM80LS IN A MACFfl:r--J\'·P-PROACHES 25. 
•i.- .... 
I 
-,- ···----···· -- ~- .. 
MACRO CALLS MAY OCCUR ANYWHERE IN A DECK EXCEPT WlTHIN A 
_, .. , , ....... ·~·~.-~ ........ ,-,-~ ... ,,. •. "~-.--,.~-·=,~---~-·-~·HOOIFYt ANALYSIS. SYMBOLS ---MAY ·e·E USEDANYW'HERE A ._,NOM.ERIC'''l•fAT'~'" .... ,, __ ,.,W··········· 
. BE USEO, INCLUDING SOLUTION CONTROL CARDS, SELECTIVE PRINT 
:t....;.u. - .. 
. . 
• '. ' ... ,. '-; .::- • "°J'I':".·. ,...,. ·-~-
~--
or •. ,~· , •• • ., C ·~ .,,,. .• ,t -- ~ . ;:~~i·O - . - ';" ~ ._._ -,, 
' •. ,~,. .:.,,:..,. ; •••. - • ,Jf;: 
STATEMENTS, Af\10 ALL PARAMETER VALU~S. 
-·- ------- --· ·---··-·----·· 
IT IS RECOMMENDED, BUT NOT NECESSARY, THAT All MACRo-cAtLS BE 
MADE AFTJ:R ALL OTH~R CIRCUIT ELEMENTS AR·E DEFINED. THIS 
''ELIMINATFS THE ~POSSIBIL'ITY. ·oF A SERIAL NUMBER' AFTER "A·- Mt\CRa-~·-·~--~·~·~=-·~·"M'~"·~.,,=,··· 
CONFLICTING WITH ONE GENERATED INSIDE THE MACROe 
NOTE THAT THE MACRO PROCESS AFFECTS ONLY INPUT AND OUTPUT AND ~ 
• DOES NOT. OI~ECTLY INFLUENCE ANALYSIS. A MACRO MAY THUS CONTAIN 
ANY NUMBER OF ANALYSIS RUNS, OR ONE RUN MAY CONTAIN ANY NUMBFR 
.. OF '':MACROSo. AS Ai\l EXAMPLE OF A CASE WHERE A ~1ACRO M;~y CONTAIN - . 
AN ENTIRE ANALYSIS ~UN~ CONSIDER MEASURING THE STFP RESPONSE OF 
. A FILTER WITH DIFFERENT VALUES OF LOAD RESISTANCEo TRANSIENT. 
ANALYSIS DOES NOT ALLOW A tMOOIFVt ROUTINEo SO INSTEA09 PLACE 
THE EN1IRF" ANAL YSIS 9 FROM tTRt C.ARD TO tEXECUT'Et 9 ~JI THIN A - - - ------MACR09 USING A SYMBOL'FOR THE VALUE OF THE LOAO RESISTANCE. CALL THIS MACRO AS MANY TIMES AS NEEDED, EACH TIME GIVING T'HE"··--,,,--... ~.-,,-~,.·· 
LOAD RESISTANCE SYMBOL A DIFFERENT VALUE. EACH CALL WILL CAUSE A SEPARATF ANALYSIS TO BE MAOE. 
MACRO L.IBRARY FILE 
ECAP STORES AND RETRIEVES ALL MACROS THROUGH THE LOCAL FILE 
tTAPE1t. IF SO DESIRED, USERS MAY MAKE THIS A COMMON OR 
PFRMANENT FILE TO ALLOW OTHER USERS ACCESS TO MACROS THEY 
OEFINEo MAC.ROS MAY Al SO BF DEFINED· OUTSIDE OF ECAP BY USING THE COP VCR UTILITY TO PUT MACROS ON TA PEi o TH'! S SHOULD BE·,-... ,.,, ..... m,_,.,,. .. , .. ,~.,, .. .,.--
DONE ~JITH CARE AS NO ERROR CHECKING ·rs 001\JE ON SUCH 
_. OEFINITIONSo ··-·--·---=- - ·- - ~·-. _:... - ;,'r ·····- -·c.:-'--"=.!:..~ 
-===----==--.---==---·=..:.· ..•:..:= .  ·-·---.:....:._ --'-.___c_--=-·--'----==------- _· -____ ---
-- --••• .--··•·•-'""'"""_____ c-------••'" •••·•-•---•- ---
. . 
-- - - - ... ~- - ------ ·--·-· -·- --- ---- ·---·- ----
.. --·-·---··--····--- --·- .. , ............ -···-- --·-·-"'.·---":.··· -:-- ·:--··'· -··· - ·--.---
. -- .. - - ·- - .--
-·--·--····-·-······..------· ........... _ -~·-- -- -···· ---- ---- ..... 
... 
-- ··------·---- ----- --- -.------- -- --- ·-- ---- ··--·-------··· ...... -- . . -·· - ....... --- - --- - . . ... --- ·-- --- ...... . 
-··--··-· -·· ··-··-- -·--·--"·····-·--- , --------··--· ··--, .. -- ·-·----·-··--------·-· ---- ---- ---- - ....... r·-------------·------·--------·----------- -- ·~·-· r 
• • 
- . -- -- ... ..--,--·-···-~---··-"'-~~.. '. . -- .""':' .. . . . . . . . ..... ~··:...' .. ..... .. ...... ~· ... .-:.- .. 
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., - - - . . ..... ....... - . - / . . .. ~-: 
MACRO ERRORS 
•· -.· • ····, ~-·· ·' 1 , - .c,·r ·- · 
,, ~ 
·.-" -~ -·:::,,·.·,::t.·.•·. -~--'?:·"·• ..-,..,j·.,.::,;_,,· . .-, _,...., U.t:... u _ , '..·;. ...; , <!. ,;:,.; r"' :· -·· •· 
IN ADDITION TO ·THE NORMAL SET OF ERROR MESSAGES, SEVERAL 
SPECIAL ERROR MESSAGES ARF PRINTED AS A RESULT OF ERRORS 
WITHIN A MACJlO OR. ITS CONTROL CARDS. THESE ARE INDICATED BY 
FRACTIONAL ERROR CODES. , 
SUBGROUP NAME TOO BIG 
AN ATTEMPT WAS MADE TO DEFINE A SYMBOL OF MORE THAN. 10 
CHARACTERS. THIS MAY BE INAOVERTANTLY GENERATED BY NOT 
ALLOWING FOR THE APPENDED DIGITS IN A PARENTHETICAL SUBGROUP. 
tRROR 39.2. HORt THAN 2S SUBGROUPS ACTIVE .. . .. -- ____ .... _.,, ... _ .. -;,, ,.- .. 
AN ATTEMPT WAS MADE TO DFFINE A 
ALREADY HAS 25 ACTIVE SYMBOLSo 
CALL (WITHOUT THE COMMA) MAY BE 
SYMBOLS TO BE USED LATER. 
SYMBOL IN A MACRO THAT 
TO AVOID THIS, A OU~MY MACRO 
USED TO RETAIN ONLY THOSE 
·, . 
• • -,,•-·--- .-. ,. _r-- ... • .,...~ ... - - ·,. .. •·; • ··-·- -~·,•-·: ,. --··--·--~·.;· •. , ::,;• ........ .,. ... ~.-·~--~-~-........ -:--•,.···.··:~ -~ •. ;•--;-· 
ERROR 39.3 FCAP COULD NOT FIND••••• 
MACRO t~.~ •• t HAS NOT.PREVIOUSLY BEEN DEFINED. 
ERROR 3g.4 MACRO NAME DOES NOT START IN COLUH~ 8 
•. ·,~ ·1. ;,:f,'1.o."",'···· ._- ........ ~-.,.,: ,-i ,: ' -,·.:,.,,r .. .,. '"'.-·;,--., -·, .... ,_~,;, .. ~ J.. "F .• . " •.• ·, • -;<,• .,,.---~ ..._ .·, •• , ':i.·,!4 .. :,-,.'."7",1..:,·-:-:;-,.:•,.,,..-r.,....~-~-:r..,~·:-··~·;..-.. .-:;-"1~".,.......,:.o.-, .... ,,. ..... .,., .•,!.r"~,..:)..-,.,:._;;-.:~~;$:-.,,•.:_ 
COLUMN POSITIONS FOR MACRO NAMES IN DEFINITIONS ARE CRITICAL •. 
' .. . 
.. -
. ------- ·- ........... ··------··- ........ -- -- -···· 
----------- ----- ----------- _._ ____ - . - -- -- ... _ ........ -·--·--·--··--·--·----·-·····--·--·---···------·-·---·
-- .. ·--.. --.-----·----·----·-----------·-------- --------·--• 
f 
ERROR 3q.5 MACRO OEFINTTI0N INVALID -
·., ,., ,.,, . 
'L',~1!,j/ I I,,-.,· :( 
""""" 
AN ATTEMPT WAS MADE TO DEFINE A MACRO FR·OM--·WITHIN · ANOT·.,.ER · ······-- -- ------
............. ,-~------~.,,., -·~=~,~-,w •. , .. -r~·"·· -- """"'~MACRO. ···1r t·•MACROt c·AR0···1·s·· THE.ONLY. r·y·p,E·,.-.. N-~lT'·"· ... ,At.lOifEO WITHI~N'"""'Q,.,~-,.~s~ .. -. .--,.-,,,~,,--
-A MACRO • -~. 
. ·~ 
-- - -. ----- -···- ·• --- . . - - ----- ----· , . 
• 
. - ......... ·- ·----. -- .. ----· - .•.• --- .. - --·· ........... ' - ... ----- - ..... - ..... -· . - )4"· · ..... .. . . ------·--------·_.,_; ____ -~ 
- ------. -------- ·-·· ·-··-· -··- . ---·· ~-- --·- ·-------- --- ~-,.-- -·· _.,. ' - ···--·-·-·-····--···-· 
e \ 
LINE NUMqERS GIVEN IN ERROR MES·SAGES ARE RELATIVE TO THE FIRST 
( . ~ ~ ' ' ' \ . ...... ' .. 
.•..• -. - ··-·-· ~ . -·. . •. ·-- - .•.. -·-. - ____ , . .i.!11 •..• , ..•..• ·- ..•. ·····.-·-- ·-- •. ·------------ .... _ •••.. -. ---- ----- ------·--··--·---------·--·---·-· -.. .. -···--· -- - ..... ·--·~··--·-·-------·--·---·----------·'-··-··· 




-1 --,,~:;~~~--- . . . '·. . . . . . ' ' ·/ . . . .. .··. . --- ------··------------,---. ----~---··---- ..... - ..... 
- ..... ., .. ____ ,_. __ .. ___ ,, ... ______ .·---·-'' +-----·-· 
., .. . . '• ·- . 
.-.,-·---·--~------·--··"-
? 
,. r ... , 
...... 
!. ·: '.!¢ -
-- • -------· ·' ______ ..,..__ ... _.$"" ~-·------------------.... ---.. --.. ,., I 
··---····--···--------------·· .---. --··· ····-~-:.L . .' - · .-.-- .. -----·--·~.------·----·----.... ----·--·-··-·-·· _____ - __ · ------- -· ···· -- - - - · - · __ ·_-__ -· ----- -· -·. -------· --- ---·---=---r400:o:4-=·======~-· 
<a,,,,,~~~~=~------ __ • . . . . . 
. . . . . (45)· ECA .. P iOC ........ I« :SsllQd :CH41P2AM ~,.,.,~ .......... z.. .. rnwb.'!:ll'2~!·J,o;ll'~~(l:naJi•1taa:,:·P•-.rA.~~.r=:-. ftil;".l,,i,t'l~ms,rt.1'T3!1""~4 .... r,~.-~~rc\;;~-..,1,1~~~~~~~JJileli'l'.sa:G«t)4ltm:;~'ll$-1'\l~~~~;·i:.~,.-:r•,,~ ... LS:f_;.,_,-_,·.,~.· ~ ·p··A··c·E',: ,• 1··1-.~,:, .. l".·:z;:.,'f;">-'::.l'!"'".lf·'~t;·,,,,,;,:.·:-~~-.-;.··~-,-.· .; 
..... 
(} 08/28/70 
•- ., •· .. --···---~~-~--v••·•-•-•·---- --•-·•·-•••----- • •••- .... .-. ---- - -·-- • ----· - - """' •• --·•· • • -•· ----• •· •• • •• 
- - --·-- ____ ._ ____________ .. __ ·-------··-···--.. ··--------·-···--···--------·---·-··-- ·-------
' . - -- . ··-- ... -.. . ~- . . 
,, TEXT CARO IN TH': MACRO OR NORMAL OECK. MACRO OEF.INITI ONS ARE 
. . ... - ------ ·- -N-OT If\fCLUDEO IN THE LINE COUNT. M"AC-RO' c·A[[·s·-·"A'RE··-1rss·1·GNEO' - LINE _____ ·-------·-
ZERO RE·L J.\TIVE TO THE MACRO. 
-
.,, ·· . · .. .-.~ ·,--:·. -:~,:r· · .. _ ... ,, ·<;.;)TL_· ... ·--·<·_:·_-~·~~· -:7,.;,• ... ·~·.-·--:· ..,> ... ,. ·- .,:._:;.., ~-··.;,.,.',.I"•···:, ·_·:-,;r•:.,.·. "····-- ·• •. ,.,-.. · .. ·:-· .,..,.., ··r·. __ - , .-.-.~.-.•-,.::,~ ... ·.1.i·· .... -~ .... -- ... -. ,•,; ,,-.,,,.,, '>.:'-·~-i"~1-'. ~.~1.ri.i:"~~::"I':•~;,-_..;,. , •• ;.:,;~-:; •. 
THE COLUMN NUMBER GIVEN IN THE ERROR MESSAGE REFERS TO THE 
. COLUMN ON THE PR.INTED LINE,- NOT ON THE CARO. - iHESE ARE NOT 
ALWAYS THE SAME, DUE TO SERIAL NUMBER CHANGES ANO BLANK 
. ·s-u p·P-RE·s S ION. 
- . ·- ... -·- ..... - - . -- . ... - -· -·- - -- ---- ·-·· -----·- ·- ---· . 
4. 5 . EXAMPLE 
ti • 
~ 
THF FOLLOWING EXAMPLE SHOWS A MACRO CONTAINING A CONSTANT 
VOLTAGE SUPPLY DESCRIBED ON PAGE 43 OF JENSEN. BOTH THE ·rwo 
TERMINAL NOOtS AND A SENSE BRANCH ARE PASSED AS SYMBOLS INTO . - - - ' • 
I ..... ".' -, ... ,.-v-,-.cc~·· ..•. ,. • ·-,.,c .. -............ ~.- ....... ,~=<>.·· ·. .. •.·,·-·r .HE . MAC R O o .. ·ti'"-'··'-~·-·-,,. •. - ... •, .. , ... , .. 
THE INPUT CARDS -·-
. •MACRO 1 OVOL TS· 
C 









10 VOLT CONSTANT 
tNit IS POS!TIVt 
tN2t IS i\JEGATIVE 
t·SFNSEt IS SENSE 
N (N19i) :9R=39E=24 
N < 1, N 2) i> R= 4 
BRANCH NUMBER . 
. ' 
,., .• ,.~ .. ·····.·c:·· . .-.:·,.·~·-..." .- ..... ~ -~· _, 






·----------~-·------ __ , __ . ---<-·--.-----~----·---·- -
N < N2, N 1) 9 R = 5 8 (SENSE' 3) 'BFT A=-1 ·,, ,, ' '• - - '·' ,'"'"'c-' -·· . ·.•· .,.,n ,..,,-,•'.-,V~«.·<'O . ,•.~,•;, , ..• ,,__,-,," .. ,,ec.-..;.,,...,..,.~~,-~• ·.<'7•~•.,.,,..•..,~·~•M"'""'"'~ 
DC ANALYSIS USING MACRO 
NC1,2)9 R = 6(2,10) 
N C 2 9 0) )} R=4 ( i; 2 5) 
10VOLTS9N(O,i) 9 SENS~=1 
WORST CASE .. 
PRINTjVOLTAGES,CURRENTS 
EXFCUTE 
'. ' '-• 'c, •• · .. !,w .• ; .. :.. .., :.·~:.... . 
... 






THE LISTING -- .. : .-· •. . 
. 
. ,:.· 
,.,~, .. ,, ... - . ~ , ..... ,... .. . ....... , . . .. _,,. . . • M A C R O 1 0 V O LT S , . , .. .,. .• ,~_,, - .. «-a,,,.;_,,-.:- .• ,~.:: . ·-:· . -.. ~-·"''' • *'O.E"F I NI T I ·o·N • 






tN2t IS NEGATIVE NOOE ------ -- ~- -- -. - --~ ~--_:_ - •:OE F IN IT r-o·N-.11-------------- -·~ 
·-· 
~s-ElfSE~ -·:rs SE'NSE BRANCH .. NUMBER 
' . - ' ' - . -- - . 
- .... -·· -· -·· - •DEFINITION•-
"' 
.. 
'\' ' . B1 N(Ni 9 1) 9R=39E=24 ""DEFINITION• .. 
r.~<>·.~,,-~·,·---,-·-··--,;.T~CO•" -~~,,~=·~ ~-·, .... · ''Ef2" ... , N ( 1 9 N 2 » 9 .. R = . 4. .. ....... -r··,· -·· .. ·~ .,.,- """•C-.C'•·'''"•·•c,,,.z_:'"'"'"~-..-=·=D~.-.,-..... ·~ ,,.,....,, .. ~, ... -,. ... , ... ,,,-,, ......... " •. OE F ! N r·r ·1 a-~,. ..... -. .-.,,,.,, ......... ·.- .. ,-··· , 
.- ' . . 
81 
•. ~..,.~•"'lt-"'l""-,.~•;~e,_-lf""',J,ffi...r:.P•~'O'"'•"•>__.,...,.,.,,...,,.,;,"r:'•.~-·~ .... , •.• __ , -.C.., • •,l;:,J;l-~, '"r •,,•,-.._e\'."J• • >";.-:.r ·,•;, •. -»~•, 
. ' -, ·~r~ ', 
•. 4· 
-:t-•. ' . 
N ( N? SI Ni}) 9 R = 5 
B<SENSE93)9BETA=-1 
•DEF !NIT ION• 
- '"7' - ... . . ---- . •DEFINITION• 
•DEFINITION• 
DC ANALYSIS USING MACRO ~ 
N<1,2>, R = 6<2,10) 
- ~-~ - '. .. .... ···-~-.. ,.,,,,. . ' -· -.=~ ., .... ,..., .• ,,. ....... .,..,,. ..... .__,.~- . ·-, '"· .,,_ .. _,, __ .·, - '··- .... ,. ~··=··." ·--·~~ .... -.-.-,-,,- .~.- .-,,~·· . ,. -, ...... ,,"' ... -~·: - ··~··· ~-···: ,_ .. , .... · - . ·. '\ .. 
. .. , - . - ·-- ---- . - - ' ...... ·---··-··-··· --
,. -·-----·----·--·-------- -·-·-··· ·- ·--·-- --·--- ......... ---·-- --, .... _ - - .. - -··-----·· ____ ,.. ..... _,, ______ -···-·- -




' • ta:··'r"rw,·r .. rrzn,·,::-,-,,y .. ···.,:,:o;.::;-, .. "'~"~"'"~~~~;z; iiiliAAiiri'AlliliP ....... ~;-¥'."~~~ ...... · · -~~~,,:;.:.. .. -zm __ • .....,.weEi!ilG ili!J:>- ' .. 
n J 
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. . __ . ::- • ·=-· .. -- -~ ·.-.-·-··. .•. -_: ._. : ~~ -.::- .~ -;- ..:: - ~ __:__ _ : ·- -•- -- - -- ·· -- . -·--·--·- _--~--!--.-. ~---· -------- -·-··--·---·-· ---.. -' --- "------·r-4·0 ·o--o-i. -~'.-----.~- --·-· I 
· · . · . .. . . . · . . - ." (~lsCAP · i \ , ... , ... ... ,.:., ...... _ ...... ,..,,,.-r~ ... ,,,....--.. - .... -, .... ,.,,, .. =, ....... "7"'"""1....,.,-,.,.~··--···-·,,·.«>•=·-::".""·~--~-·-~""'~·-"'"""'" .... """'~"-· .. .,,, ." ,.,. -~ ... ,,., .. ~ ,~,.,. .. ..,..,....,,,..,....., •• ,f-......-,,r....,.,,r __ ,. .... ,,c .. ~-· -~·--=--·~-~o.,_,....,,,,.., ... ,,,_ ............. --~.--··-~·, .... _.._._ ..... ,.,..,~,-,.= .. .,..,, . .," '•' .•. ··p A G E .•... ··1·· 2 <•,-,··1·<·"''""·"""""""''"'"''""·· ti 
· :, ····-~'":',.8_4...~•.tJ, -..-·"l'l"~~, ':M,.,..,· -<!'~ ,.~..-7-.tr,.:,.>","I' c,,,._-,;,t:e'..·•:,· ~ : • 
. ' 
B2 
,. .... -~ 
•CALL 
C 





N < 2, 0 > , R=4 < • ? 5 >~ 
10VOLTS,N<0~1J,SENSE=1 
10 VOLT CONSTANT SOURCE 
tN1t IS POSITIVE NOD~ 
tN2t IS NEGATIVE NOOE 
tS~NSEt IS SENSE BRANCH 





' - · -- -· -- -- ·· · -- 1-0-v-o L.-T·s - ·-- - · · ·---· ·· · · 
. 10VOLTS . 






10VOL TS '.,,. .. ~ -. • ;..,.,, -~--· -~-!'"·· . - .,,.:--"·~·~ ~---·" :· '• Ti 
N (N2 9Ni» 9R=5 
B<SENSE 9 5),RETA=~1· ... '" "· . ..._ ,~,,<·--.-~' .... ,w•:,r··- c _ .... ' .• -··~"·· .,. , .. · 10 VOL T"S .-.. , . -...... ,._,,"''''"....,.., ·--'-"" .. ,.,, ... ·-······.: 





'-.,A·1:·-R1: "ALL BRANCH AND NOOt. NUMBERS WITl·ft"N •'iffE" Mtrc·Fro·'-\•fE'R'E' CHANGED'''·•,-· 
SO AS NOT TO CONFLICT WITH PREVIOUSLY DEFINEQ SERIAL NUMB~RS, ANO THE SYMBOLS tN1~, tN2t, ANO ~SENSEt HAVE THE VALUES O, 1, ANO 1, RESPECTIVELY. 
NOTE THAT BLANKS ARE SUPRESSEO IN THE LISTING OF THE MACRO • . , ·-· .... ;<p._t,· .... , ·-•,; ' 
' "·"'·-· ,-.1;_,,. __ ._.,.,,, .... 
THE NAME OF THE MACRO BEING USED IS PLACED IN COLUMNS 73 TO 83 OF THE OUTPUT LINE, ANO MACRO DEFINITIONS ARE MARKED . 
-~·~-~--~~ - -- .t•·oEFINlTION•t TO INDICATE THAT THEY ARE NOT PART OF TH·E 
" 
• I ·-~.,!,.;,.'I'• • ,,,.. • ~•' 
ANALYSIS. 
4.6 VALUE REPLACE~ENT 
THE SYSTEM CONTROL CARD -
•NOLIST,S 
,-, ....... ""! ., . • • -~ 
-~ r:::>-<" ', ..... ··: .... , ... ...-•. ". • •• ·~.-,:1:"'•·~·"="'•-~lJ·,"°··~ ";·-.,::--
WILL CAUSE ALL SUBS~QUENT APPEARANCES OF SYMBOLS TO 8E 
REPLACED BY THEIR VALUES. THREE SIGNIFICANT DIGITS ARE 
~"'\ GIVFN 1 USING E NOTATION IF NECESSARY. THIS CARD MUST START IN '.:.~., 
COLUMN 1. A 1~LISTt OR t•NOLISTt CARO TURNS OFF THIS OP-TION. 
, '' -,. ·-. .·,' . '-~- ' ... - .. ' •7'' ... ·.>•.,; •• • ' __ ,.- .-. »>; , .. , •,• .,, '• : •"~-»':· ..... ~~- <'".,,.,, •• ~ •• -~ ,., -'J' .,..,.~ .. ,>-7.;-,;\c;,-;>~;~•,L';,'. 
4.7 THE •DATA CARD 
- - - . - ·- ·--- --- ------~-
..... - .. 
--~------~~..:........----'-'---'---"--~--'-'-------
- ···· ... ~~~---·····:~~·---,--·:-~---~-~-----·· -~----:::~:.:...:~.:_.:_ ____ ~------,.._·AAf"-11-- -·n~---·- ·r· -01"""- r,o-o M -- .. ----_---"-------_ - ---=--------__ - _--:=:_-_--_----------___ 
--~- ~-~--1--==-..:.~---· ---A-~+---.. ~---------------·-· 
-~ 
____:,_----,-----~---=--· -:--. --;--;-, . -'7." ... --:-. --:-:-. . ~---:-:--:-------=-== 
•DATA tSUBGROUPSt 
C!ft"4•~:~--- • ,. -.,~r,-•'.~. ""'[.o'~•-• '1J,-...~ ••• _..,.._=.::!-.~f',,.....'"°71,;',,.-i:;,,~.:;.; -;,,,~• o' ,-:-•R:t, ... ,,,.. ., • 
' 
~ 
....... , --- -· .. - . . ·- - .. 
MAY BE u·sEO TO ASSIGN ·oEFAUL T VALUES TO SYMBOLS. A SYMBOL ASSIGNED A VALUE ON A t•OATAt CARD WILL TAKE THAT VALUE -ONLY IF ONE HAS NOT PREVIOUSLY BEEN ASSIGNEOo THUS, MODELS MAY -
-HAVE STANDARD INTFRNAL PARAMETER VALUES SPECIFIED- ON A t•DATAt CARO. IF ANY OF THESE SYMBOLS IS INCLUDED ON A t•CALLt CARO, '.Ui~-,ar.!;"i,.,...°':t'T,P;~,::C. ... s,--~~!oi.9t•r-~·.r1::l...<~-..,;.,;,·-:.-w:~••.1rr,,~A.'c.,"'""; -. ,•. -~1<~·:,.·1<-.-_;s, 
' 
·-
•, -- • .. ,. ;•,·:·:~· ,, ~:'.:· .. ,.; ... ,,·.-: .. -1_.· .. • . ,~r.1,·.~ .. 
~ ,, 
,,. _, .. , 
. ·-·····-· .. . ... - - - ··- ,•-. .--., . 
... 
~ 
___ .,_ __ . __ ·- -- -- . -... ··--··-·-·--~ ·--·- ... --·-·-~· . ---- -·- .. , ____ ---····-··- - ·-- _ ... ____ ... _ .. -· 
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.- . 
. . 
. ITS t•OATAt SPECIFICATION IS IGNORED •. 
EXAMPLE --
·- ·,._~:- .,;,-·· .... -,. ~--~·-._ , ........ ,.;;;:,.-~"·:·1,.,..·.,".lo!T,;,·:,\,n;':':~'I"_. __ ,~·-=-, ·, ..,.,_.,.,.':fi-&:;;\c;~,,,.~·t,.,,--r,":.;,1'1'.':"7'".~~:.,...,.:,J,..,: • ...,,.,,...,,..~"'"~:: . .-::.0;;,,_..c.f•l-f:.tt~.~~!..'-~$:"P<·r.c-..:.~..--'"i.l.;:.t~rJ'is:L~Jl"~~~~~·-~~~,:,r.~~~~If'll!?:"""'nn::'rlf!'/:,1,t,'Tfr" t"'Trff-C'tFW:tt:IP1~--i~.:.; ..;,;.;;.;;:,_-; .. ,, 
•MACRO 2N107 
•-o AT Jl RB B= 33, HFE=€5 5, HIE= 2. 5-E·3· 
B1 c N(N1,1f ,R=R89 
~ ••• ETC. ••••• - ·-- ·~· .. ., ________ -··- ·--- .. -----···-------...,---- --, - -~·-- ·--.. --·.-.. ··.·-·- ·----.-.:--.--- _,. ____ . ________ ._,,_ ... _ ..... ··----·-----------.---·---· 
-
,~ .. ,--..... , ... ~· ,. --,.~.~ .. -·~···.-· - "·· _., . .,.,.,No-w IF 'THI s MACRO Is CALL to· av· 'TA'E"···c'A"f~·o' ·:;·::·..._ .... , ..... "···""" ~ ......... ,~-~"-"C,c,~ .... ~-~·~~ "--·-"'""''"='··m,w-sv·~,""'•· 
-- '"·. •' II:""·• ' i!- ·' H' I,. . .. ,-•!:~':' ., "-"' ' 
1' ""-. - ,· • 
. •, -...._.- ., -:;,, - "ft' •. ,.... - ·~·: ·-· ~. <-''.' ., .... , - • ~ ;-<;<-" ... -· 
. . . . . . . ·- ... 1----,,...·--·-•-...... - --'-- --·---··-·" . - . 
--
•CALL 2N107,N<1,2,101~HFE=50 . 
- THE VALUE 50 IS USED F'OR HFE INSTEAD ·oF THE VALUE··ss;·--···-· -· ··-·-····--··. 
5. REPETITION OF DATA POINTS 
ON AN tEt OR tit CARD, A DATA SUBGROUP OF THE FORM -
/N/A 
CAUSES THE NEXT tNt DATA POINTS TO BE GIVEN THE VALUE tAt. FOR EXAMPLE -
E1 <1>,15/0,9,/10/8,-1,0 
IS EQUIVALENT TO -
E1 · c 1 > , o ~ o , o , o , o , 9 , a , a , a , a , a ·, a , a , s ,, 8; a-,~· 1·, ·o ·· ... _., .. ~.. ....... -.-... -."-"~-. .,,,.". ---. · -~co<n·· ·• ...... 
THE TOTAL NUMBER OF DATA POINTS MUST NOT EXCEED 126. IF tNt IS ZERO OR NEGATIVE ONF POINT IS GENERATEOo NOTE THAT 
tNt OR tAt HAY 8E SYMBOLS, AND USED TO CONSTRUCT MACRO. 
SIGNAL GENERATO~S HAVING VARIABLE PULSE WIDTHS ANO AMPLITUDES. 
' 
VER 2.1 ECAP INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING CHANGES --
< HERE tt ARE USEO IN THE SENSE OF QUOTES.) 
-1.· WORST cnsE ANALYSIS NOW WORKS •. -·.- .._.,.,., ..... •, ~--c~.,..."'-,. ,.. • , ........ -.-· .. ,-::,,~':'."« ._,.:.••-!."' •.• . ...,,.,.-.. ~•~"' .....-.-~..._·-..:,.,w..;,~• .. " 
2. THE tENOt CARO IS · NOW o-PTiow·a·t;. 
H~S THE SAME EFFECT. 
' ... . . ·-- . ---· ··-- -· ----· -- ----·· ---··----·- .. ------·- •' •·· • •• • -- • • • --·' ••• ·-· ·•·--·- • •-, • ·•·••- --co·-·••••• •- ,·: 
L 
. _ 3. t•TRACEt AND tCHECKPOINTt CARDS NOW WORK. <THESE FEATURES 
_.,,..,,.,....,,"·'"""··=--··"'-""~ ........ ~. "''"-"'"'"'=- ··-~·=~· .. ··_·.-..... ....,..,,,""'·'"'·'~--,·-.--·=-· A'R·E N"O 'T .. N"tE-OE··o . t'N A.• . .. NO R'M'A L .. "E'C'A'p·- .. ~·Ru·N ·; ').-,,·.--__ ,., .. a,>.-• .• , ........ r.-, ·,-- .. "·····-"··=''' .. ,,.,,,~,···=,·s,a,,..->'.~~ .. ~-.-·- .~~ ... -- .. ,~.,.-,, .. ,= ... ~"'"' .... "'"".,.""-"""""'"''·'n'""""'"··:-
~ 
. ~ 
----· -- - -- .. ····· -- ---- -~----.- -- -·--·-- -- - --J~ 
4. tPLOTt NO LONGER PUTS OUTPUT ON TAPE 8. 
· -- ·~ .. -···USE OF THE tPLOTt OR tLOGPLOTt COMMANDS WILL RESULT 'IN 




,. "' .• "\,,-·,i.;,,;"-.;• •. •,·..,.-".'"';•,1 ... ••.-.lA~f".;..l•,.-,•t:,,•,V(-, 
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. I , o 
···'·-·---·--····-·-·-.,-~·-·· ....... ·-·--~--~----··-~--... --------··--··---··--------.,..-~--..... ·--···· · ... _____ ... ~ :--·---·,----------··· ---·-... ·, .. ~---..·······- ·-----'------··· .. ·····--------··----~·---~.---··- - ___________ ,., ___ -1. ........ ~.......,,.._-... - .. ---·--··-·----------·-.. ·-·---·--... - ... ,., ......... --·-··· .. • ....... --.--.---.... - ..... ,...,,._, _ _._ .... 
, . ........ .... . 
- ··------------ ---------- ------ ------ -- ------------- -- ------------------- - --- -- · · .-- ----- ---- ------------ . -----·- · ·---- ------- ---------- - ·---_--·--
1
------·---_----------------·_ ··--·- -· ·· ·r 4 o·oo ,.---~-_ ---------- ---
. _ , · . _ _ · · ·_ . -. (48) ECAP · - - _- •. 
-' . ··,-·.v,;·ce,·•,-1:"""~'"'""'""""-...,.....,.,__"">,. .. _,,._,.,,.,.,,.,.,. •. , _,,,..,,,,_,.,,,. .... """"'""',.,,,""""..,,.,...,.,,,.,.._"""''''''""'°'="''""'"""'•""'"".._...,.,,.....,,......,,.,,..,_,.."""""•-..,...,--..,_,. '"'·"""'""'"~""'~:"'~"~-"'-'"; ..• _,.,..,,..,..._,.,"""'"'_,._...._,,..,....._._,,,,_,.....,.."""'-,,_,.....,_""""""""'""'""_,,"""""'"'-"=>·"-,",.,,.• ,, .. ,,, 'P .A G. E ·1·•1t'""·"'·"°'·'.e..-.,,,"""'m»-"'·''"'l 
. . ' 08/28/70 1 
-· ·--~ ---- - ---- _f!,_ ............... -- - ·----- ---·- •• 
- --- . .. - . --· .. - -·· ... -.. -- -- . - - . . ---- --·- ... ·- ·---···· . . -_· --- ·······--------· J 
. s. i•swITCHt NO LbNGER ENABLES SENSE SHITCHES. (THIS FEATURE 




-e1~·,, .. ,.,,~e·,c~,, •Aw~-,~.~~"=""~'-'"~~-~'"'"-"·~·,.c--0,N~·-····~ -. 6 ;·' .. A -t 'f t. -I N s TE A o o F A i + t' -BE F'"d'R E'' f'A E'' -"N'ffM-'EfE''R' ·.c OF . ·s·t'E'P"S .. ·r·J.r . AVN.J . .-T·;•.,-,=»•~-=.--~--~ ~: 
\ ---~ 
.... 
ITERATIVE FREQUENCY MODIFICAlifION CAUSES THE GENERATION OF 
- LOGARITHMICAL Y I~lSTEA D OF l' N-EARL·v SPACED p·o!NTS. -- FOR .... ---- --------------------
EXAMPLE c:, 
FREQ=1E3(¥21)8E3 
AN OUTPUT BLOCK INDICATOR IN A tP-RINTt ST.ATEMENT-. ----- - - -- ........ .. 
FOLLOWED 8Y A SET OF NODE OR BRANCH NUMBERS SEPARATED BY 
COMMAS ANO Ef\JCLOSED IN ·PARENTHESES CAUSES OUTPUT FOR 
ONLY THE NOOE OR BRANCH. NUMBERS SO NAMED. FOR EXAMPLE --
·······-,, . ., .. ,,., .. ~,,,_,..,._,~---,~·--cc>,·.-·-~.·.,· . ..;.•,.,M,M'·-, .,.- .•- _,,-,- .... ,. 
- ,. ·o··c .. a,,
1
-- ·,.,, ··, -·.·,.··- ·- ·-. •-,, .. , • ., .. ,- ·.,,-, ""''""'",>··"·-,,--""""'=·,,,,,.·•-s-,.c-··c:··c,• 
PRif'fT,NV Ct,2,3) ,CA <1,4) \ 
THIS WOlJLO CAUSE OUTPtJT OF THE NODE __ VQL TAGES AT 
. NODES 1,2 ANO 3, ELEMENT CURRENTS FOR BRANC.HES 1 ANO 4, 
ANO THE VALUE OF FREQUENCY 9 TIMEj OR IT~RATEO PARAMETER 
.,.,,, ••• '~"''""·· ·,c---.,, •.• · .. ---- .,,~ . .,;. ,, ~----·c~··--~---- .. ,_ wH·E RE . A PPL IC A Bl E o E XC E:PT IO NS -- 0 UTP Oi BLOCK IND IC AT o·R·s· ... ,.~.,c·r,,,.,.---c·-r,., ,,.,, 
tSEt, tSTt 9 tWOt 9 AND tMite 
NO MORE THAN 8 VALUES COR 9 IF FREQUENCY, TIME OR 
ITERATED PARAMETER IS NOT PRESENT> CAN BE PRINTED AT A 
TIME, DUE TO THE WIDTH OF THE PAGE. IF MORE THAN THESE 
• ARE SELFCTE0 9 THEY ARE IGNOREOo _ h 
REGAROlf:SS OF- THEIR POSITION IN THE PRINT STATEMENi·,~--,--.---.--,.,,.._ ... ,s··,,, 
. ' 
VAtUES ARF PRINTED IN~THIS ORDER~~ FREQUENCV 9 TIME OR 
ITERATED PARAMETFR 9 NOOE VOLTAGES(NVJ 9 ELEMENT CURRENTS 
(CA) 9 ~lEMENT VOlTAGES(CV» 9 BRANCH CURRENTS{BA), y,L.~ __ 
BRANCH \JOlTAGE"S{BV) 9 ELEMENT POWER LOS~J~-S{BPlo - . ·.-e-----
NOTE THAT tNVt 9 tCA~ ANO tMit ARF THF ONLY WORKING BLOCK 
.. .,,.,,.,,~, .. "·-·=··,-,.»~-"~~--=-·--.··-=e<o.,-;. .... ,~~, - .. ,,.-, INDICATORS FOR TR.~NSIENT llNt4LVSISe . '.• .. o-,·~,-~--~-'"',C--S""'··'···~" .. " 
All VALUES PRINTED DURING AC ANALYSIS ARE GROUPED. 
IN PAIRS== MAGNETUDE ANO PH~SE ANGLEo A SLASH(/) 
ON A LINE INDICATES THAT ALL VALUES ON THAT LINE ARE 
PAASE ANGlESo 
AS YHIS FORI'1 OF OUTPUT RESULTS ,IN A CONSIO.ERABLE 
- ·- .,,s.,-,- .. ,-. ····~---~-- ----·-·-··---;.~~--=-·~---·=«·-"···REDUCTION IN WtrSTED PAPER, ECAP USERS--ARE ASKED ro·· USE'·c,~~,"'"···-.,-~.-.. -··?.-·-~~~"-"'·~~-c 
THIS FORM IN PREFERENCE TO THE OLDER FORM • 
... 
---- .. - -
------- --- . -- -- -- -
. -··-
-~--------~---- --·--- --- .---
· s·. GENERAL PRINT-=OUT (NON-SELECTIVE> HAS BEEN CHANGED IN 
- - FORMAT- so THAT 8 VALU.ES "ARE PRINTED ON A' LINE, r·~sTEAo· ·o·F-··------·-· ··-·-·-· 
4, ANO EXTRA LIN~aSKIPS HAVE BEEN REDUCED. 
9. ECAP MAY IN A FREQUENCY, TIME OR PARAMETER ITERATION, ~-
····-·-·---·---·---·--·----·~--- ·-·---~ .. -----------·-··--· ·---·-----·--- G-EN. e··R ttT·E ONE MO' ·o.- p·or·N·T ·rH-AN ___ IS A·s-KE-0 -FO_R__ THIS suO'ULO · _ 1-\ ·_ _ . " t_ . . . - .. · . . . .. ' 1 . G . -- - . r ~- . , _· . . . -- . ~ ·--· ----···----·· - .. 
BE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT IN SUBSEQUENT MOOIFI.CATIONS, A·s;THE·. 
___________ ,_ .. ________________ ---------------. L·,rsr VALUE PR!'fJT'EO REMAINS --IN EFFECT. UNLESS RE;.;.;s·PECIFrEn·;·---· .-----~----·-··-·--
.. '• - ---- - . . ' ''' . . . . . ·- -· - . . ' . •·. ,· - . ' . --····--- -- - ~-·- - ··---·--·----·-·-·-:- ... ···--·--------------
. '·....____, 
... . 
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